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the designby avoidingthe useof complicatedmechanicaldrives,which would be
required in many casesto obtain front panel control.
On multi-transmitter stationsthe pre-programming meansthat the fitguencychangingtimescanbe sequentialratherthan simultaneous,makingit unnecessary
to havea largestaft for frequencychangingonly. With a limited staff and manually
tuned transmitters, even more emphasisshould be directed towards simplifying
the frequency-changingprocess.

Typical Designsfor Broadcasting
Applications

7.1 DESIGN FOR lOO KW CARRIER POWER IN THE H.F. BAND
ReasonsJor circuit arrangerunt
Transmifters in the h.f. band for long-range broadcasting use high-gain
antennas,which require a balancedfeederinput. For carrier powersof the order
of 100 kW, unbalance-to-balancefeeder transformers are practical for a single
frequency, but quite unsuitable for the operational frequency changesnecessary
in the h.f. band. Wideband transformers or baluns are not presently available
for this power level, so it follows that the final amplifier anode and output circuits
should also be balanced,with two valvesin a push-pull circuit.
The input circuit of a push-pull stagemust also be balanced,but this doesnot
necessarily mean that all the driving stagesmust be balanced. With high-gin
tetrodes in the final stage,the required drive power is such that wideband unbalance-to-balancetransformers can be used. Even with the power absorbed by
the resistors necessaryto obtain a matched condition, the total power required
from the driving amplifier is only between3 kW and 5.5 kW. Therefore the driving
amplifier can be an unbalancedcircuit, which is more economical in valves and
components and more suitable for frequency changing.
The valve in the driving amplifier can alsobe a high-gain tetrode, which means
that it requires a low level of drive that can be obtained from a wideband amplifier
system, right from the frequency-determining source. The net result is ao
amplifying system with only two tuned stagesto cover all the broadcast bands
between 3 MHz and 26 MFIz, giving a carrier output of 100 kW suitable for ,
:,,ii
highJevel amplitude modulation,
By international agreement,broadcastingin the h.f. spectrum ig limited to a
number of relatively narrow bands,so transmittem for this application need not
have continuous frequency coverage.Also, the times and frequencies of the
servicesmust be predetermined in order that the listeners can have this informa- '
tion in advance of the prograrnmes being radiated. This means that any rangeswitching required can be in the form of band selection, to be carried out at
specific tirnes, and automatic self-tuning is not so necessaryas it is for colnmunication transmitters. With such a system, manual tuning is required at each
frequency change,so the changingprocessshould be as simple as possible,with
all the necessarycontrols on the front panel. As4n aid to simplicity many of the
variable elementscan be motor-driven, with the,iontrolling switches on the front
panel adjacent to the appropriate indicating mbters. Motor drive also simplifies
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rupply and modulation
The sc'reen
In order to radiate programmesof the high quality required for broadcasting
when tetrodesare used in the modulated amplifier, it is essentialto modulate
the screenas well as the anode.Further, the method of modulatingthe screen
plays an important part in determining the order of qualiry obtainable in terms
of audio-frequencydistortion
There are two main methodsnormally umployedto modulatethe screen.The
more simple one makesuse of the changein screencurrent which occurswhen
the anodeis amplitude modulated,by l'eedingthe d.c. screensupply through a
series resistor, providing self-modulation.However, the screen current is a
non-linear function of the applied voitage,to overcomewhich a high value of
seriesresistormust be used,combinedwith a high-voltaged.c' supply, resulting
in considerablepowerloss.
In the other method,the audio voltagefor modulating the screenis obtaineci
from a tertiary winding on the modulation transformer. By this means a very
good performancecan be obtainedover a limited audio-frequencyrange,but the
distortion can be quite high at the upper and lower frequencies,due to the relative
difierence in phasebetweenthe audio voltageson anode and screen.In addition,
the voltagelevel on the screenis criticat, further complicatingthe designof the
modulation transformer with its tertiary winding.
It has been found in practice that the best performance can be obtained with a
combination of the two methods, by passing the d.c. screen supply through a
tertiary winding {td a seriesresistor of relatively low value. This gives a degree
ofself-modulation from the seriesresistor,with an over-riding alternatingvoltage
from the tertiary winding. This combined method is remarkably insensitive to
phase and amplitude and gives a low level of distortion over the whole audiofrequency band. In fact, the audio-harmonic distortion measuredon the rectified
r.f. output of the transmitter is not significantly inferior to that at the modulator
output.
As the amplitude of the self-modulating voltage is not critical, the value of the
seriesresistor is not critical for modulation. Therefore the resistor value can be
selected to give the required d.c. voltage on the screen from a range of d.c.
voltages.It is probable that a d.c. supply within this range will be used for some
stagein the modulator, eliminating the need for a special supply for the screen
only.
Typical cirait diagram and dcsoiption
Based-on the concepts outlined, a similified circuit diagram for the final
amplifier of a 100kW broadcasttransmitteris given in Fig. 7.1. Only the items
associatedwith the r.f. funetion are shdwn, all feed meters, interlocks, safety
devices,test facilities,etc., havebeenexcluded.
,6
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Spurious oscillatiottc and theh prnention
Valves operating in push-pull circuits are liable to generatespurious oscillations, especially when neutralized at the fundamental, because of the greater
number of coupling paths provided.
The most usual type of spurious oscillation occurs at a frequency very much
higher than the fundamental, mainly due to phasereversalin the coupling path,
when the rcactance changes from czpacitative to inductive. These spurious
oscillations can be suppressed,without difficulty, by two methods, both of which
are shown in Fig.7.1.
Consider the case of the leads connecting the screen to earth decoupling
capacitorsCs1and Cs2,representedon the diagramby L31and L32.To be effective
at the fundamental, the reactanceof these capacitorsmust be very low; typical
values being 0'001 g.F with a reactanceof 6 Q at 25 MHz. At 100 MHz the
capacitative reactanceis only 1'5 O, so ifthe inductive reactanceis greater than
1.5 O the reactanceof the decoupling path would become positive at 100 \'IHz
and spurious oscillation is probable. The inductancerequired to give a reactance
of l'5 O at 100 MHz is only about 0'01 ptH. This type of osciliatorv tendency
can be effectively eliminated by connecting non-inductive resistors across, and
close to, the connecting leads, indicated by Rrt and R52. The value of resistor is
not critical, but the optimum is that which will give a Q factor of I with the
reactanceof the lead inductance at the spurious frequency.
Another form of spurious oscillation, alsoat a frequency much higher than the
fundamental, is produced by high Q resonanceswithin the active inductive and
capacitative elements of the fundamental circuie. This type can be prevented by
appllnng damping at high-potential points of the spurious frequency in the form
'whiskers'. A resistor is connected
of 'resistive antennas', commonly called
direcdy to each point of spurious high-potential, with the other end looking into
space.Examples of this type of cure on the anode-circuit components are shown
on the diagram as Rur, R.2 and Rt.
To be most effectivethe resistorsshould be long in terms of wavelength at the
spurious frequency, and l0 in. long carbon rods are quite usual. The resistor
value is not critical, being tt"ically 100 Q or 200 O, but the actual value is often
determined by the firndamental power dissipated in each resistor.
Both tlese methodg of spurious frequencyrsuppressionare only applicable
when the spurious frequency is very much higher than the fundamental. In
caseswhere the frequency difference between the spurious and fundamental is
not so great, the problem must be tackled more basically by improving the design
to eliminate the possibility of such oscillations occurring.
Tlu coolitrg tystem
With any vapour-cooling system for high-power valves, it is necessary to have
air-cooling for other transmitter components, and probably for the heat exchanger
as well, as pointed out in Chapter 5. In a well-designed layout the vapour and
air systems can be combined to give a most economical cooling system.
Arr example of an arrang€ment of tlis type, for the final r.f. amplifier and
modulator of a 100 kW broadcast transmitter, ig shown in Fig. 7.2, in which the
vapour-to-air heat exchanger ig mounted on the top of the transmitter cabinet.
Note that a suction air system is used and the fan can be an all-weather type,
suitable for mounting outside the building.
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The flltered air is drawn through the main h.t. rectifier stack, which receives
adequatecooling by virtue of the construction of the individual modules and the
way in which these are mounted within the stack. It then flows through the
modulator and r.f. cabinets in parallel paths, to enter the heat exchanger.The
construction of the cabinet is such as to force the air through the grid, cathode
and screen-grid componentsbefore it passesupwards through tl-reanodecircuits
and the heat exchanger.The total quantity of heat removed by the 8000 ftr/min
of air flow is approximately 120kW, resulting in an air-temperature rise of about
5oC from the cabinetsand a total rise of 23'C at the outlet of the heat exchanger.
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Frc.7 .2 Integratedvapour- and air-cooling system.
The CY 1170 J vapour-cooled tetrodes (English Electric Yalve Co.) used in
the final stagesof both the modulator and r.f. amplifier are exceptionalin being
designedwith the anode mounted upwards, the boiler being an integral part of
the valve. This allows the valve socket, with filament, control grid and screengrid connections,to be fixed, and avoids bringing the vapour outlet through the
input circuits. The consequent simplification of these connections in the r.f.
amplifier contributes to the easyhandling and good efficiency at the highest radio
frequencies.To rer.novea vdve it is only necessaryto disconnectthe fininp for
the water inlet and vapour outlet.
A suitable dioe eryipmmt
The r.f. input to the final arnplifier is a maximum
po*.r of 5 kW attany "
of the operational frequencies,preferably with a low"...i..
harmonic content. Bec-ause
of the need for operation on a number of frequencies,it is also desirablethat the
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The incoming r.f. from the driving stageis stepped up in voltage by the wideband ferrite-core unbalance-to?balance
transformer ?,, thence via d.c. blocking
capacitors C11 and C,r, to the input If matching circuits, which are partly
terminated by resistors R1, and R,2 and parrly by the grid loading of the valves.
The input capacitorC2 and inductors 211 and .L12are in circuit for all ranges,but
for the highest frequencies the large input capacitanceof the tetrode valves is
adequate for the output capacitanceof the .I/ circuits. For lorver frequencies,
the variable portion of the Z output capacitorsC' and C, are first paralleled
with the valve capacitance,and at still lower frequenciesthe flxed portions of these
capacitors are also added. By this means,matching is improved by maintaining
high Q factorsand the designof the inductors111and 2,2 is simplified.Even so,
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Frc. 7.1 Simplified circuit diagramof 100kW h.f. modulated amplifier.
the design of these inductors presentsquite a problem, becauseof the very low
inductance value required at the highest frequencies, combined with the inductance range necessary to cover the whole frequency band from 3.2 MHz to
26'l MHz. Although they are shown assingle inductors, this is for diagrammatic
simplicity onln and in practice a degreeof range switching is employed.
The control-grid bias is partly fixed from a negative d.c. supply and partly
automatic from the voltage developed across resistors R21 and R22 by the grid
cunent of the individual valves.The cathodesare maintained effectively at earth
potentid for both r.f. and d.c., by meansof the centre-pointed capacitor-resistor
networks Crr, Rrr and C.2, R32,
The anode tuning and loading circuit is a balanced I/ arrangement, with
variable-shunt capacitors and seriesinductors, having tapping points which are
range switched. The input ctpzlcitanceof the I1 circuits is the sum of the valve
capacitancesand the capacitorsC' and Cr.. Tapped inductors 21, and Laz are
shunted across the valv6 to reduce their effective capacitance,which would
ottlerwise be too high for resonancewith practical inductors in the Z circuit
at the higher frequencies. In addition, the junction point befween them is at
a low r.f. potential, into which to feed the d.c. anode supply. Consequendy,the
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designofthe feed choke ctl, is simplified becauseofthe low r.f. potential across
it. CapacitorsCr1 and C72,in serieswith the inductors L21 and,Li2, ire to isolate
the d.c.
-anodesupply from the feeder. At the same timi they ,J^ou. the d.c.
voltage from the inductors and the output capacitom Ccr *d Cor, easing the
voltage clearanceproblemoutput capacitorsCqr a1d Co2arc shunted by chokes CHal rndCHo^
.The
which perform two protective functions. First, they provide a leakagepath f;
static voltagespicked up on the antenna, which can build up to qiiti
high
voltage. second, should a fault occur which causesa flashoveiefiectively "acrol
capacitorsC71and Cr,, the d.c. h.t. voltagewith an a.c. componentwluld be
applied.momentarily acrossthe^ortput capacitorsCu, and qr, most probably
destroying them. with chokescrla, and cHn, fitted, the capacitorswould not
be affectedby such a fault, which rvould be clearedin this caseby an h.t. overload
trip. Becauseof the very heavyfault iu.rent possiblethrough t-hese
chokes,they
must be made of a conducting material of sufficient currentlcarrying capacity to
withstandthis rype of fault.
Although the internal anode-to-controlgrid capacitanceof thesehigh-power
tetrodes is very small, some neutralizing is necessaryto compensati for the
unwanted positive feedback produced with such high-gain teirodes. In this
circuit, neutrali"ingis provided by variablecapacitors
Qf and.cn2of very small
value, betweenthe valve anodesand the input side of the z inpuilircuitj where
the r.f. phaseis correct for negativefeedback.
Due to the waveforms generatedin class c amplifiers, the harmonic content
of the valve anodesis relatively high. The single rr anode-output circuit shown
in Fig. 7'1 does not attenuate the harmonics to the low level required by international regulations. Also, the maximum permissible harmonic is specified in
milliwatts, so the higher the fundamental power the greater the attenuation
required. In consequence,with a fundamental power output of 100 kW, the
harmonic attenuation must be considerably greater than that provided by the
singleI/ circuit.
As broadcastrtransmittersoperateoo specific frequencies,it is quite practical
to employ tuned harmonic filters to give adequateattenuation on ail the t oublesome harmonic frequencies.For transmitters in the h.f. band, such as the one
being described,the fi.lters can be range-switchedfor the various fundamental
frequenciesin operational service.The most suitable position for these filters is
in the output feeder,but it is very important to encloseihe filters in a well-earrhed
and bonded screen.otherwise it is possible for the filters thernselvesto radiate
a higher harmonic signal than that which would be produced without them. The
screengrids_are by-passedto earth for r.f. by capacitorsCr, md Cs2, The d,c.
screensupply is first fed through the tertiary winding of the modulation transformer, then via self-modulating resistorsRa, and Rnufor the individual valves.
From the modulation transformer the d.c. anode supply is fed through a
common r.f. choke CIlr, then individual inducton tra, and In2, which *ust be
changed by taps for different frequencies,for they must offer a very high impedanceto the operating frequency, becausethey are in series."roo ih" iighest
r.t. potentialin the whole amplifier.
It should be noted that rhe centre-point between the I/ input capacitorsC'
and Cr, is bonded to the h.t. supply, so thesecapaciton do noihave to withstant
the d.c. potential.
.'.
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Spurioas oscillationsand their preuntion
Valves operating in push-puJl circuits are liable to generatespurious oscillations, especially when neutralized at the fundamental, becauseof the greater
number of couplingpathsprovided.
The most usual type of spurious oscillation occurs at a frequency very much
higher than the fundamental, mainly due to phasereversalin the coupling path,
when the reactance changes from capacitative to inductive. These spurious
oscillations can be suppressed,without difficulty, by two methods, both of which
are shown in Fig. 7.1.
Consider the case of the leads connecting the screen to eafth decoupling
capacitorsCs, md Cru, representedon the diagramby L, and Lr2, To be effective
at tle fundamental, the reactanceof these capacitorsmust be very low; typical
values being 0.001 prF with a reactanceof 6 O at 25 NIHz. At 100 NIHz the
capacitativereactanceis only 1.5 O, so if the inductive reactanceis greater than
1'5 Q the reactanceof the decouplingpath would becomepositiveat 100 MHz
and spurious oscillation is probable. The inductancerequired to give a reactance
of 1'5 O at 100 MHz is only about 0.01 pr.H.This type of oscillatorytendency
can be effectively eliminated by connecting non-inductive resistors across, and
close to, the connecting leads, indicated by R' and R52.The value of resistor is
not critical, but the optimum is that which will give a Q factor of 1 with the
reactanceofthe lead inductance at the spuriousfrequency.
Another form of spurious oscillation, alsoat a frequency much higher than the
fundamental, is produced by high Q resonanceswithin the active inductive and
capacitativeelementsof the fundamental circuits. This type can be prevented by
applymg damping at high-potential points of the spurious frequency in the form
of 'resistive antennas', commonly called 'whiskers'. A resistor is connected
directly to each point of spuricus high-potential, with the other end looking into
space.Examples of this type of cure on the anode-circuit componentsare shown
on the diagram as R6r, Ru2and R7.
To be most effectivethe resistorsshould be long in terms of wavelength at the
spurious frequency, and l0 in. long carbon rods are quite usual. The resistor
value is not critical, being typically 100 O or 200 O, but the actual value is often
determined by the fundamental power dissipatediq each resistor.
Both ttrese methods of spurious frequency suppression are only applicable
when the spurious frequency is very much higher tlan tlre fundamental. In
caseswhere ttre frequency difference between the spurious and fundamental is
not so great, the problem must be tackled more basicallyby improving the design
to eliminate the possibility of such oscillationsoccurring.
The cnling rystem
With any pour-cooling system for high-power valves, it is necessaryto have
air-cooling for other transmifter components, and probably for the heat exchanger
as well, as pointed out in Chapter 5. In a well.designed layout the vapour and
air systems can be combined to give a most economical cooling system.
An example of an arrangement of t}rh type, for the find r.f. amplifier and
modulator of a 100 kW broadcasttrans-itter, is shown in Fig. 7.2, in which the
vapour-to-air heat exchangeris mounted on the top of the transmitter cabinet,
Note that a suction air system is used and the fan can be an all-weather type,
suitable for mounting outside the building.
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The filtered air is drawn through the main h.t. rectifier stack, which receives
adequatecooling by virtue of the construction of the individual mofules and the
way in which these are mounted within the stack. It then flows through the
modulator and r.f. cabinetsin parallel paths, to enter the heat exchanger.The
construction of the cabinet is such as to force the air through the grid, cathode
and screen-grid componentsbefore it passesupwards through the anodecircuits
and the heat exchanger.The total quantity of heat removed by the 8000 ft3/min
of air flow is approximately 120kW, resulting in an air-temperature rise of about
5"C from the cabinetsand a total rise of 23'C at the outlet of the heat exchanger.
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Integratedvapour- and air-cooling system.

The CY 1170 J vapour-cooledtetrodes (English Electric Valve Co.) used in
the final stagesof both the modulator and r.f. amplifier are exceptionalin being
designedwith the anode mounted upwards, the boiler being an integral part of
the valve. This allows the valve soctet, with fi.lament,control grid and screengrid connections,to be fixed, and avoids bringing the vapour outlet through the
input circuits. The consequentsimplification of these connections in the r.f.
amplifier contributesto the easyhandling and good eficiency at the highest radio
frequencies.To remove a valve it is only necessaryto disconnectthe fittings for
the water inlet and vapour outlet.
A s'nitdbledr&seeqaipmmt
The r.f. input to the final amplifier is a maximum carrier power of 5 kW at any
of the operationalfrequencies,preferably with a low harmonic content. Because
of the need for operation on a number of frequencies,it istalsodesirablethat the
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frequency-changing process should be simple and reliable. All these features
are provided by a medium-power h.f. communicationstransmitter. By using this
type of transmitter as the complete drive system of the 100 kW broadcasttransmitter there is a considerablesaving in developmentcosts.It is only necessaryto
eliminate the s.s.b. equipment, which is usually in a separatecabinet, and to
provide crystal oscillatorsfor the frequenciesrequired.
- It would be possibleto us€ automatic tuning for the drive to further speedup
frequency changing, but this would need a modification to cater for the variation
in drive level required over the frequency band. However, only one stage has to
be tuned in the communicationstransmittcr, so the manually tuned version is
recornmendedfor this application.

7.2 DESIGN OF A VERY HIGH POWER NI.F. TRANS}IITTER
Design considerations
It was pointed out in Chapter3 that the actualporverlevel of transmittersfor
very high power is dictatedby the power output which can be obtainedfrom the
limited rangeof suitablevalves.For the most economicaldesignin terms of cost
per kilorvatt, both initially and during operation,it meansthat the matimum
power output should be obtained with the minimum number of high-power
valves. With a single valve capableof Jelivering an r.f. carrier-power output of
250 kW, combined with the obvious advantagesof using the sametype of valve
in the high-level modulator as in the r.f. stage,Table 7.1 has been compiled to
show the reason for selectinga carrier power of 750 kW.
Taern 7.1
Carrier
power, kW

250

No. of valves No. of valves
in r.f. amplifier in modulator

Total valve
complement

Carrier power
per valve, kW

250
o'"'
T-:

500

f:rzs

750

S:'so

The type of valve usedis the VCP 2002vapour-cooledtetrode, with a maximum
anode dissipation of 180 kW. It would not be possibleto obtain 250 kW from one
of these valves operating in class C without &ceeding the permitted anodo
dissipation Lt 100o/omodulation. Thus the 750 hW rating with three valves is '
only possible with the r.f. valves operating in a'Tyler high-eficiency' circuit
(class D) and a lower a.f. output is required from two valves of the same type
in the modulator.

/l

VERY HIGH
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Apart from this consideration,for a specifiedpower output the mains-to-r.f.
conversionefficiencygiven by classD is an important factor in reducing running
costs,especiallyat power levels of this order.
.
Frequencychangingis not an operationalrequirement at m.f., so the additional
tuning circuits associatedwith the third harmonic resonatorsof the high-efficiency
circuit do not present a routine difficulty. In fact the tuning of the harmonic
resonatorsis not critical, and, due to the self-correctingproperties of the system,
can be accomplishedquite readily from simple instructions.
The antennasused for these m.f. transmitters are monopoles requiring an
unbalancedinput, so the final amplifier should be single-sided. This is another
reasonwhy an odd number of valves(three) can be consideredfor the r.f. amplifier,
where they can be connectedin parallel. Again, the operation of valvesin parallel
is practicalat m.f., where the high input and output capacitance
oftetrode valves
is not so important as at h.f.
Although the positive feedbackproduced by the low value of internal anodeto-grid capacitanceis quite low, there is alsolikely to be some external feedback
rvhich it is almost impossibleto avoid with equiomentsof this size. The net
result is that some neutralizingis required. This can be obtainedby feedinga
sampleof the anodevoltagebackinto the grid of the samevalvesvia a wideband
transformer to provide the nefessaryphasereversal for negative feedback.The
use of a wideband transformer also has the advantagethat the neutralizing is
effective at the third harmonic as well as at the fundamental: an imDortant
featurewith this circuit.
With a fundamental output power of 750 kW from a non-linear amplifier, it
will be appreciatedthat the harmonic content of the anode-output circuit is such
that particular precautions must be taken to reduce the harmonic level in the
feederoutput. The attenuation is provided by a number of tuned harmonic fi.lter
circuits in a well-screenedcompartment adiacent to the outgoing feeder. These
filters need not be reset after being adjusted on installation for the operational
frequency allocatedto the transmitter, for the requirement to changefrequency
on such an equipment would be most exceptional.
, The outpui fetder has an impedanceof iOOO and a special designis required
for this power rating. Allowing for a v,g.w,r. of 1.5 to 1, the peak voltage on the
feeder inner ^t l00o| modulation is 30 000 V, with a maximum ..m.s. cu..ent
of 130 A under the sameconditions. Adequate safew factors must be allowed on
these ratings, ard for voltage this should be 3 to I on a feeder, giving a nominal
flashovervoltageof 90 000 V beween inner and outer. This givis an idea of the
constructional problem of the feeder, particularly in equalizing the potential
gradient acrossthe insulators supporting the feedei inner. It also-servestoshow
that the componentscomprising ihe harmonic filters present quite a problem in
voltage and current rating.
.
Cirait desniptbn
A simplified circuit diagram of the final r.f. amplifier of a 750 kW m.f. broadcast
transmitter is shown in Fig. 7.3. It is only simplified in relation to the number of
components comprising the inductor and capacitor elements indicated, for
fundamentally the desifrr is essenrially,r..y simfe. In terms of wavelength,the
lengthsot the interstageconnectionsare suchthat it is not necessaryto uSea feeder
between the drive output and the final stage, thereby eliminating the need for
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step-dou-nand step-up circuits. In this casethe r.f. drive is fed directly from the
I/ circuit of the driving amplifier into the final-stagetuned input circuit, which
includesa third harmonicresonatorcircuit Z,C1C2. It then passesfhrough the
d.c. blocking capacitorC, to the control grids of the three power valves,via their
individual anti-spuriouscircuits LtRt, LlRz and LrF3. The valve cathodes
are effectively grounded to r.f. and d.c. by the capacitor-resistor networks
C4Ra,CtR5 and CuRu.
The valveanodesare directly paralleledand feed the.l-/output circuit via the
third harmonic resonatorcircuit IuC,eC,1 and the d.c. blocking capacitorC,2.
These third harmonic resonators are an essential feature of the Tyler highefficiencysystem,which was .lescribedfully in Chapter3. It is of passinginterest
to note that any harmonic resonancein the circuit including the valve capacitance
and a If input capacitor(tuning) is the very thing to be axoidedin the h.f. iinear
amplifiers.
The 11 output circuit consistsof input shunt capacitorsC,, and C,n in parallel
rvith seriesinductor Z7 and output shunt capacitorsC,rC16.In fact, both setsof
capacitorsare made up of severalunits in parallel-for two reasons.First, in
order io obtain sufficient capacitancefor the lorv-frequency end of the band,
525 kHz, with the necessaryvoltage and current rating, a number of standard
units can be used instead of a specially designedand very expensivesingle unit.
Second,for frequenciesnear the upper end of the band, L625kHz, someof the
capacitorscan either be linked out of circuit rr not evensupplied.The purpose
of Is is to improve the Q factor of the I/ circuit, rvhich ',r,ouldotherwise be very
low with this arrangement.
The tuned harmonic filters are connectedbetween the output of the I/ circuit
and the 100 Q output feeder. Inductor I, also performs the dual function of
static leak for the feeder and fault protection for the Ir circuit components,
exactly as for the 100 kW h.f. transmitter describedin Section 7.1.
For neutralizing, capacitorC,7 is adjusted to give the correct feedbackvoltage
to the grids of the valves,via the wideband phasereversaltransformer ?s. Capacitor Cto is for d.q blockingand circuit ZeRls is for anti-spuriouspurposes.
The screensupply is modulated paftly by passingthe d.c. through the tertiary
winding of the modulation transformer, and partly by the seif-modulating action
of the individual series resistors R7, R6 and Rr. The bias supply is also partly
automatic from the common resistor Rr, which is in series with the d.c, bias
and the grid choke CIl1.
. With three valvesin the final stage,it is convenient to supply the heatersfrom
a three-phasetransformer, so reducing the amplitude of mains noise level from
this source. An interesting feature for the reduction of mains noise level is that
mains h.t. is supplied from two rectifiers in parallel, each being fed by two threephase mains transformers with a 30o phase difference between them, giving an
effective twelve-phase commutation. This not only means smaller .-oothing
comPonents,but allows a public supply system of a lower fault capacity to be
used and reducesthe harmonicsproduced in the mains supply.
The maximum r.f. drive powir required for full output is only 6 kW, which
can be bbtained from a singli tetrode amplifier with only 15 W of drive. At m.f.
it is.a simple matter to obtin a 15 W drive from a solid-statelow-power system,
so the whole r.f. system of the 750 kW transmitter requires only four valves,
three of the sametype and alsoof the type used in the final modulator stage.
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DESIGN FOR A 1.0 KW M.F. TRANS\IITTER

Tlu ued for an m.f . transmittet oJ this porw
With the ever-increasingdemand for higher power in the m.f. band and the
liability to interferencedue to spectrum overcrowding, it might appearthat there
is no need for m.f. broadcasttransmitters of only 1'0 kW carrier power. This
opinion is probably influenced by the fact that the majority of radio transmitters
are manufacturedin industrial areasof densely populated countries, where there
is no such need.However, in many parts of the world, especiallyin the developing
countries, the population tends to be grouped in relatively small communities
separatedfrom one another by considerable distances.It is true that few communities are outsidethe long-rangecoverageof h.f. broadcastsin mauy languages,
but suitable h.f. receiversare rather costly, reception is not renowned for reliability or quality, and much of the programrne material lacks local interest.
Long-range m.f. broadcastsare better in many respectsbut they have nothing
like the coveragearea given by h.f., and the programme material tends to be of
the propagandaqpe.
In these isolated communities there is undoubtedlv an increasingdemand for
high-quality programmesfor entertainment and education in their orvn language.
With the developmentof inexpensive, battery-operated, portable, transistorized
receivers, this demand can be realized in each community with a iocal m.f.
broadcasttransmitter of about 1'0 kW outDut.
Trnrsmitter feahnes
The keynotes of design for these transmitters must be simpliciry and reliability. In general, t}le stations will be operated by local personnel, whose
knowledgeof transmitters may be limited to that gainedon a short training course
held by the manufacturer, As far as possible, the operational controls should be
little more than necessaryfor switching on and off-but not by a too-liberal use
of automation which, due to its complexity, would make fault-finding more
difficult.
All components should be operated well below their maximum ratings, to
give a high degreeofreliability over long periods and reduce the number <ifspares
required on a station. Coruumable spar6 must be minimized, which means
using the smallest possible number of valves. The life expectancy of valves can
be extended by under-running, so valves should also be operated well below
their maximum ratinp. Even so, valves do die and when r.f. valves are changed
it will be necess:rryto retune ttre associated circuits. The tuning process should
be very simple, if possible even more simple than that for equipment requiring
regular changesof frequency, because retuning will be a rare occurlence.
The cooling system should be simple also, so this is a clear casefor cooling tbe
complete transmitter with a single exhaust fan of ample capacity for stations at
high dtitude and with a high ambient temperature.
Tlu modulation system
Various typesof modulation are availableat this power level, but anodemodulation, "mpliphase and Doherty systeme all require more than one power valve,
and are tlerefore not consideredto meet the requirement for the lowest possible
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number of valves,i.e.,one. On the scoreof simplicity and qualiry of performance,
the modulated drive systernis preferred, with the final r.f. amplifier in a linear
condition. This also has the advantagethat the low level of modulatrd drive can
be obtained at m.f. from an all solid-state drive. The only valve in the complete
transmitter is in the final r.f, amplifier.
In a classB linear amplifier with a modulated r,f. drive, the anode iurrent is
constant at any level of modulation, so the amplifier efficiency increaseswith the
modulation depth. In this respect it behavesin a similar manner to a class A
amplifier.
The conversionefficiency of the final amplifier in this arrangement is not so
high as for high-level modulation s1rstems,so the power coff|umption is higher
for the same power output. However, this running cost is more than offset by
the higher replacementcost of the greater number of valves used in the other
sysrems.
Final amplifer arrangetnmt
For a carrier porverof 1.0 kW, the peakpower at 100f/omodulationis 4 kW,
so the linal r.f. valve must be capableof supplying this peak power rvhenoperated
in a linear condition.This mearsthat the valve is a much largertype than rvould
normallv be expectedfor a 1.0 kW transmitter, but as the depth of modulation
for the averagebroadcastprogramme is only 30li or less, for most of the time
the valve is being under-run.
It would be reasonableto considera tetrode for this application on the grounds
of the low level of drive which would be required. However, there is a 'zero bias'
triode available, tJpe 3XC3000F7 (Eimac), with characteristic features which
make it more suitable both operationally and economically. It has an anode
dissipation of 3 kW and has been designedfor linear operation with no negative
bias on the grid. The grid current is quite lorv and flows during the whole of the
positive r.f. cycle, so there is an absenceof the non-linearity which normally
occurs when the positive grid-swing exceedsthe bias voltage. Also, the load
produced by the grid cuffent is sufrciently constant over the driving cycle to
provide a termiliation for the drive sourcewithout additional resistanceloading.
As only heaterand h.t. suppliesarerequired, which can be applied simultaneously,
there is an obvious economic advantagein not having to supply bias and screen
voltages,with their associatedinterlocks.
The method of setting up the triode for linear amplification of a modulated
r.f. input signal,in relation to the load line on the constantcurrent characteristics,
is the same as for a tetrode (describedfully Chapter 3, Section 3.3). When set
up for a carrier level ouput of 1.0 kW, the drive power required is 20 W, which
is well within the capability of a solid-statedrive at these frequencies.
A simplified circuit diagram of the final amplifier is shown in Fig. 7.4. The
drive can be 6tted adjacent to the final-stage input, so no intervening coaxial
cable is required. The output impedanceof the solid-state drive is low, making
it necessary to insert the wideband transformer fl to step up the voltage to the
level required at the grid. The phase-reversingaction of the transformer provides
a poin?of correct phasefor neutralizing the triode, via capacitorCr. It is apparent
that no input tuning is necessaryover the m.f. band, but neutralizing must be
adjusted for the operationalfrequency, and again when a valve is changed.
The valve output is fed to thelfoutput circuit via the d.c. blocking capacitor
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C2. The I/ circuit input capacitorC3 and output capacitorCa consistof a number
of fixed units, which can be linked in and out of circuit to give coarsetuning anc
Ioading. The variable inductor L2 also has taps for coarse tuning, while fine
tuning is effectedby adjusting a damping copper ring near or around the inductor
(spade tuning). Tapped inductor Z3 provides the fine loading control necessary
to couple to the output feeder within the permissible limits of 1.4 to 1 v.s.w.r.

An L.F. Transmitter Design

8.1 CHAR{CTERISTIC

su p pl y
Ftc. 7.4 Linear amplifier for 1.0kW m.f. transmitter with low-level modulation.
This inductor also provides a leakagepath for static charges picked up on the
antenna and offers fault protection for the If circuit capacitors.After changing a
valve, the only retuning required is a readjustment of the variable inductor Ir.
It is interesting to note that the r.f. harmonics in the feeder are lessthan 50 mW
with the aftenuation of the I/ circuit only; no harmonic filters are used. This is
an indication of the linearity of the 3CX3000F7 triode and a pay-off obtained
by using a lowlevel drive and linear-amplifidr combination for this type of
equipment. It should also be apparent that the tiansmitter is eminently suitable
for this broadcast application with relatively unskilled operaton, and that the
maintenance requirements are minimal.

FEATURES

Comparisonbetueml.f . and h.f . systems.
In the early davs of radio-communications,low-frequency, and very lorvfrequencv transmissionswere employed for all long-range circuits, using
telegraph,vonly. lVith the advent of h.f. communications, such as the ilIarconi
beamsystem,the patternchanged,for a number of reasons.At h.f., higherkeying
speedscould be used,evenhigher than the long-distancecablecapabiliryat thai
time, and the greater bandrvidth made it possible to transmit more than one
channel simultaneously.This feature went a long way to meet the rapidly increasingdemand for a greater number of international communication circuits.
In addition, the bandrvidth ar h.f. was sulficient for voice frequencies,so radiotelephony becamepractical for long-range broadcasting as well as communications.
Operating in the h.f. band made it possible to use efficient antennaswith
directional properties,so that the e.r.p. in any required direction could be of the
order of ten times greater than the power output at the transmitter terminals.
Thus the transmitter power at h.f. could be much lower than at 1.f., with a consequentsavingin initial and running costs.Bearing in mind alsothat h.f. antennas
themselvesare lps expensivethan l.f. antennari,there is a considerable saving
in overall costsby employing h.f. systems.
However, it is a well-known characteristicof low-frequency propagation that
ground-wave attenuation and ionospheric reflection are much lower than in
the h,f. band. The combination of these rwo effects means that deep and rapid
fading is practically non-eristent at 1.f., and slow fading is predictable and less
severe.Another important feature is that reception is lessaffectedby ionospheric
storrns,evenio the polar regionswhere h.f. systemsare often unreliable.
These characteristicsenable low frequenciesto be used as a reliable medium
for long-rangecommunicationcircuits and, in the field of navigation particularly,
they offer overridirg advantagesover all other s)tstems.In the form of radio
beacons,l.f. systemsprovide a very accuratemeansof long-range position determination for both civil and military organizations,especiallyin the polar regions.
Another important advantageis that communication can be establishedwith
submergedsubmarinesfrom remote land stations.
Chobe ol frerycacy, bandwidth and powr output
In order to assess
the most generallyuseful frequency range and power output,
the main factors to be considered are propagation attenuation and antenna
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efficiency in relation to frequency. Associated considerations are the required
distancesto be covered,availablebandwidth and economic aspects.
At frequenciesbelow 200 kFiz, ground-wave propagation is the predominant
mode and path attenuation increases with frequency. For the longest transmission path the greatest field strength will be given by operating at the lowest
frequency. On the other hand, anterun efficiency decreases with frequency
increase,becausethe antennalength decreaseswith frequency in terms of wavelength: the optimum radiation efficiency being obtained with an antenna onequarter wavelengthlong.
In order to show the combination of theseeffects,consider a simplified example
for a transmissionpath 3000 km long with frequencies of.2O kHz and 40 kHz.
By ground-wave propagation only, a radiated power of 12 klV at 20 kHz will
give a signal strength at the receiverof +25 dB with referenceto 1 pV/m, whereas
at 40 kHz the sameradiated power will give *16 dB on 1 pcV/m,i.e., the remote
signal will be 9 dB higher at 20 kHz. The antennaefficiencieswill be of the order
of l2)to at20 kHz and 360/oat 40 kHz, so transmitters of the samepower would
radiate three times more power at 4O kHz, i.e., *5 dB. For the same Power at
the transmitter terminals, the remote signal strength at '10 kHz would be 4 dB
(9 - 5) lower than at 20 kHz.
The Q factor of an antenna depends on the efficiency, so the proportional
bandrvidth also depends on efficiency. In the example, this means tlat the
prc'portionalbandwidth at,l0 kHz is three times that at 20 kHz, and asthe carrier
frequency is twice that at 20 kHz, the bandwidth, in hertz, will be six times that
at 20 kIlz. Typical Q factos for antennas at 20 kHz are of the order of 200,
giving a bandwidth of *50 Hz at the 3 dB points. On the above basis,the bandwidth at 40 kHz will be *300 Hz at the 3 dB points.
The availablebandwidth determinesthe number of frequency-shift telegraphy
channelsthat can be radiated simultaneously either in f.d.m. or t.d.m. Allowing
for spacing between channels, it means that three telegraph channels can be
radiated simultaneously at 40 kHz for a single channel at 2O Wlz, using the same
frequency shift.
In order to make the maximurn use of the total available bandwidth in the l.f.
and v.l.f. spectnrms, tlrere are obvious advantages in being able to oPerate a
number of channels on each assigned frequency. Combining this advantage with
the fact that the remote signal strength is only about 4 dB lower at the higher
frequency (in ihe tpical example) for the sa.rner.f; Power at the transmitter
terminals, a carrier frequency of 40 kHz is preferred to 20 kHz for generd
applications.
Even at frequencies in the region of '{0 kHz, there may be a need for a total
bandwidth greater than the limitation imposed by the antenna. The most convenient means of increasing the bandwidth is to apply resistive loading to the
antenna circr.rit. This reduces the radiated powerand it maymean that ttre damping
element has to be cooled, e.g. by blowing. The dternative is to erect a bigger
antenna,which would be very costly and might not even be practical.
There are some applicatioos where the lowest possible carrier frequency has.
overriding advantages,such as for communicating with submerged submarinea,
but these are limited and multi-channel operation is not the prime requiremcnt.
Considering the upper'end ofthe low-freguency band, say 200 LHz, antenna
efficiencyyill.be about twice that at ,() kllz, and, the frequency treing 6ve tinres,
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the antenna bandwidth will be about ten times that at 40 kHz, i.e., +3000 Hz.
Thus the Q factor of the antennadoesnot limit the bandwidth at the upper end
'
of the l.f. band and speechtransmissionis practicable.
The attenuation of the propagationpath is much higher at these upper frequencies, but the fading effect produced by multi-path propagation is not too
serious, so this portion ofthe band can be used with advantagefor shorter-range
circuits.
The actual upper frequency limit is governed by international radio regulations, which allocate 160-255 kHz to broadcasting in some regions. The most
appropriate frequency range for communications in the l.f. band is considered
to be 40-160 kHz.
Tuming to the question of transmitter power, the range to be coveredand/or
the remote signal strength will be greater for higher power, but so will be the
initial and running costs. Consequentlythe actual power level depends on the
relative importancc of these factors,and a transminer power of 100 kW is consideredto be a satisfactorycompromise.
A discussionof the relative merits of l.f. and v.l.f. would not be complete
without mentioning the antennastnrcture. Even to obtain the order of antenna
efficiency quoted for the lorver end ofthe v.l.f. band, the height and areacovered
by the antennawill be much greaterthan in the caseof l. f. Not only will the initial
and maintenancecostsof v,l.f. antennasbe higher, but the required acreagewill
alsobe greater,Theseare additionalfactorsin favour cfl,f. operation,especially
where the availableland spaceis limited.
Multi-channc I operation andfrequeacystability
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In order to achieve multi-channel operation within the limited bandwidth
available, particularly at the lower end of the l.f. spectrum, the frequency shift
and channel separationmust be low. This necessitatesa high order of frequency
stabiliry to avoid cross-modulationbetween adjacent channels,with consequent
degradationof sqrvice.
For standard tirne-signals and accurate information for navigation, the frequency stability should be even higher than that nec$sary for multi-channel
operation.
A convenientmethod of obtaining high stability is by frequency division frorn
the output of an h.f. synthesizersystem,driven by a master oscillator; the actual
stabiliry being that of che master oscillator. Short-term stabilities of the order
of I part in lOt' (0.0000004Hz at 40 kIIz) can be obtained from masteroscillators
based on a rubidium-gas cell or caesiumbeam for navigation and time-signals.
For general communication purposes,less expensiveoscillators with a stability
of about I part in 108(0.0004Hz * 40 kHz) are suitable.
An additional advantageof deriving the carrier frequency by l.f. synthesizer
methods is that a standard equipment can be used as the basis for both h.f. and
l.f. drives, reducing the number of equipment types for organizationsemploying
both h.f. and l.f. communicationcircuits.
In oider to avoid restricting the rype of modulation used in multi-channel
operation,it is neccgsaryto uselinear amplification. Therefore, to offer the greatest
operational flexibility all amplifiers after the final mixing process must be
llnear.
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8.2 CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT
The output citnit
The impedanceof antennasin the l.f. band is such that they are not su'table
for connecling directly to transmitter output circuits, and the actual imPedance
at any particular frequency depends on the individual antenna structure. A
netw;rk is necessaryto convert the antennaimpedanceto one which is suitable
for matching to the iransmitter output circuit. The matching network is normally
called the antennatuning unit (a.t.u.) and is mounted underneath the antennaat
a position convenient for the downlead.
Due to the high Q factors of I'f. antennasand associateda.t.u.'s at the lower
frequenciesin tlie band, the peak voltage and r.m.s. current in these circuits is
*rrih high.r than in the anode circuit of the final amplifier. The actual values
depend on the circuit constantsof each antenna,but for 100kW output it is not
un,tsu"l for the peak voltage to be 170 kV, with a circulating current of 170 A
r.m.s. Particular attention must be given to avoid corona discharge,to provide
weather protection for the a.t.u. and to prevent accessby personnel when the
is in operation.
equipment
-The
antenna input is an unbalanced arrangement, and as the a.t'u' is likely
to be some distancefrom the transmiUer building, it is convenient to match the
antenna to a 50 O coaxial feeder for mnnecting to the transmitter outPut. This
is a very convenient arrangement,for it meansthat a standard transmitter can be
used with a 50 O output and fully tested into a 50 Q dummy load- Each a't'u'-is
then adjusted on site to match the antennairnpedanceto the 50 O feeder at the
operating frequency, which would be necessaryin any casebecauseof the individual characteristicsof each antenna'
with an unbalancedoutput it follows that the final amplifier should be singlesided, together with tbe other amplifiers in the linear chain.
Thefnal anplifu
The transmitter about to be described was initially designed to meet a speci'
fication calling for a simple cooling sJrstem,which indicated air-cooling witb a
single exhausifan. It was consider;dthat there was no single air-cooled valYe
available which would give the required linearity at 100 kW P.e.P. output'
without grid current and with the adequatemargins necessaryfor a reliable design.
Consequ-ently,two valves were used for the final amplifier, connected in Paiallel
t"itn tn" need for a single-sided circuit. Even if the initial valveg
to *-ply
suppli.i lr.t" a matched pair, it o'o,tid be ,rnlik"ly for all the valves used througho"t tl" life of the uensmittgl to be matched, so provision had to be made for
separatebias and r.f. input level controls for each valve, in order to obtain oPtimum
litr""tity. The method of setting up valves for linear operation was fully described
in Chaiter 2, Section 25, but- in this case the output is the sum of that froin
each valve, but by operating in parallel the linearity is slightly degmdedThe circuit arrangement of the final amplifier is shown in Fig. 8'l' OS-$tT
used being tetrodes-type4CX35000C. Thi output from the driving amplifier is
fed into the wideband input transformer I, and loaded with resistor Rt across
in this case-tomaintain
the primary winding. Loading on the primary is necessarSr
the linearity performanceof the driving stage, with and without r'f. fcedbackon
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the final amplifier, which alters the characteristicsof the input circuit. It also
meansthat the input transformer has a lower throughput power.
The secondaryof the input transformeris fitted with tappin! points, in order
to feed eachvalve with the appropriater.f. level to obtain the correct oPerating
conditions with the signal applied. The bias levels arb set to give the samestatic
anodefeed to eachvalve in the no-signal condition. The r.f. input to the valvesis
fed via the d.c. blocking capacitorsC2C3and the anti-spuriousnetworks13R2
and IrR3.
It is interestingto note that anti-spuriousnetrvorksIuRo and IrRr are also
fitted in the anodecircuit, and -LsR3and ZrRe in the screencircuit, which might
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Frc. 8.1 Circuit arrangementof final amplifier for 100 kW p.e.P' in the l.f' band.
appearto btea'belt and braces'approach.To some extent this is true, but it does
n-oimean that all are essentialto avoid spurious oscillation. In one respectvalves
in parallel aresimilar to valvesrequiring high-level neutralizing, in that additional
paihs are availableto provide the appropriate positive feedbackfor the Senenrtion
of spurious oscillations. Such oscillations tend to appear at frequenciesbetween
50 MHz and 120 MHz. For transmitten in the I'f. band, the difference in frequency is so great that every probable spurious path can be fitted with an efiective
d-ampingne&ork for thesl high f..qr.,.tt.ies, without having any detrimental
effect at the operating frequencies.
The anode-outpuicircuit is aI/ arrangement fed via d.c. blocking capacitor
Ce. The input capacitanceis made up of a variable capacitorCro, Td a number
of fixed capacitorsshown ag C15, which are linked in circuit betbre power ts
applied, depending on the frequency of operation. The I/ output- caPacitance
consistsof-rt"o sets of fixed capacitorsin parallel, the larger set of values,Ctc,
being selectedby the coarseloading switch 53, and the lower values,C17,for fine
loading are selectedby switch S..
The-inductor of the If circuit, 116, has a number of tapping points and links'
but contains no continuously variable section. In order to provide the lar-ge
number of tapping points necessary,this inductor is made of copper tube for
9
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simplicity, as distinct from the normal approachof litz wire and a variometer.
It will be appreciatedthat this inductor is quite large to cover 40 kHz, so to save
space it is mounted around thb air-duct immediately above the final-amplifier
valves.
The capacitancerange of the tuning capacitorCra is such a small portion of
the total anode-circuit capacitance,that the tuning is too flat for minimum cathode
current to give a clear indication of resonance.If the taPping points and links are
set correctiy, the possibleamount off-tune cannot be such as to produce a detrimental width of ellipse on the load line, but the operatorswant to verify that the
circuit is in tune. Hence the provision of a phasediscriminator unit as a meansof
indicating anode-circuit resonanceeven when r.f. feedbackis on.
With a circuit of this nature, containing a single variable capacitorof limited
rangecombined with a large number of fixed capacitorswith link connectionsand
inductor tapping points, a necessarycomplement is a chart sholving which links
and taps are required for any frequency within the band, for both tuning and
loading.It is equally important that the links and taPsare clearlymarkedso that
they can be readily identified from the chart information. By meansofthe charts
supplied with this transmitter a typical time to changefrequency is 30 min.
Flequency changing is not a normal operational requirement in the l.f. band
but occasionsdo arise when a frequency change has to be made' It is also an
advantageto be able to demonstratethe performanceon a number of frequencies
to potential customers,without too much delay.
Although the tetrode type 4CX35000C has good linear characteristics,it is
not possibleto obtain 50 kW p.e.p. per valve, with i.p.'s as low as-35 dB on the
two-tone test, when operating with two valvesin parallel. This has been overcome by using about 12 dB ofr.f. feedback.
A sarrple of the anode r.f. voltage is obtained from the capacitancepotentiometer C,oC1r, and fed via switch .S1into the secondary winding of the input
transformer at t}re opposite end to that feeding the valve grids. At this point the
phaseis approximately correct for negativefeedback,being opposite in phaseto
the grid voltage, by virtue of the earth point algng the winding being determinecby the relative nalues of the input capacitance of the valves and that of capacitor
Ce, which are in series across the secondary winding. Fine control of the phase
of the feedback voltage is given by selecting the most apProPriate arm of the
LR-C phasing network by means of selector switch St. In fact the operation
of switcb 52 compensatesfor tbe high inpui capacitanceof the two vdves in
parallel, by adjusting the tune of the input cirtuit' .
Switch 52 in the feedback circuit is to enable feedback to be applied after the
main supplies are srvitched on, thereby avoiding disturbing transients set up by
switching surges. This switch ig linked with a switch in the lowJevel drive, which
contols t}re drive attenuation in such a way that the Power output is the samewith
fcedbackon or off.
The r.f. feedback reducesthe harmonic content at the valve outPut' as well
as reducing the distortion, by deaning up the wfrveform. Nevertheless, the
combined effect of r.f. feedbackand the harmonic attenuation provided by the
I/ anode-output circuit is insuftcient to reduce the level of harmonics in tlli
ouput feeder to the lfi) mW maximum permitted by international regulations
(-60 dB relative to fundamental for an output power of 100 kW). Additional
attenuation at the lower-order harmonics for frequencies is given by the tuned
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filter in the output feeder, immediately after the I/ circuit and mounted in a
well-screened compartrnent. On the antenna side of the filter inductor 211
provides a lea&agepath for static picked up on the antenna, and.the output
coupler suppliesinformation for measurementsof v.s.w.r. and power ouryut.
Pwer gain and dioe required

I

In any amplifying stage with negative feedback applied, the stage gain is
reduced by the amount of feedback,and the driving power required is increased
by the sameamount.
The 6nal amplifierin this equipmenthasa gain of 25 dB with 12dB of feedback
on, so a drive power of 300 W (100 kW - 25 dB) is required for the full output
of i00 kW p.e.p.lVithout feedbackthe stagegain is, obviously,37 dB, for which
condition the drive required for fuil output is onii 20 W. This exemplifiesthe
needfor a 6xed loadingon the driving amplifier by meansof a resistor(R,), to
reduce the changein load line which would be given by the 15 to 1 difference
betweenthe feedbackon and of conditions.It is rvorthnoting that the 20 W drive
necessarywithout feedbackis due to circuit lossesonly, becausethe 6na1-stage
valvesdo not run into grid current.
Thc valvein the driving amplifieris a pentodetype 5CX1500A, havingsufficient
gain to enablethe total output required by the loading resistor and the final-stage
input to be obtained without running into grid current. In fact this is possible
with 3 dB of negative feedback,which is applied in the same manner ason the
final stage,except that the feedbacirswitch is omitted. Even this small amount
of feedbackgives an appreciableimprovement in stagelineariry.
With feedback,the effectivegain of this stage,including the lossin the loading
resistor, is 18 dB. To obtain the 300 W drive level required for a transmitter
output of 100 kW, the drive required by the penultimate amplifier is 5 W (300
W - 18 dB). Thus the overall gain of the two stagesis 43 dB, which represents
a power gain of 20 000 to 1.
Considering the two-stage gain without feedback,it would be 58 dB, a power
gain of 600 000 to 1 from an input power of 170 mW. A gain of this magnitude
from a two-stage power amplifier would be liable to 'round-the-loop' positive
feedback,which would degradelinearity, even if it did not causeself-oscillation
at the fundamental frequency. This could be overcome by resistiveloading, but
negativefeedbackis preferable becauseit performs a dual function.
The input power of 5 \Y to the penultimate stageciur readily be obtained from
a solid-statelinear amplffier in the l.f. band, so the complete 100 kW transmitter
containsonly two valve amplifier stagesusing three valves.
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Transmitters in Parallel

9.1 THE NEED FOR PARALLEL

OPERATION

To obtain a given output power by parallelingtwo lower-powertransmitters,
usually involves a greater cost for equipment than that for a single transmitter of
the sameoutput, hencethere must be valid reasonsfor the needto parallel.The
most obvious of thesc is to obtain more power then can be given by a single
transmitter, and falls into three categoriesin terms of power level.
At lower- to medium-power levels the most likely reason is to extend the
capabilityof an existingtransmitter by adding anotherof the samepower. This
may be eitherto increasethe servicerange,or to increasethe numberof channels
on a particular service, thereby requiring more total power to maintain the same
power per channel tc cover the same range. In either caseit is usually on a permanent basis,and it is more economical to add a transmitter of the same power
than it would be to buy a new transmitter of higher power.
At medium- to high-power levels, the need tends to be restricted to relatively
short periods to cover special programmes or to counteract poor propagation
conditions. Most of the time the two transmitters are used for separateservices,
Thus the keynote of this arrangement is a flexibility which could not be obtained
with a single transmitter of higher power.
For very high-power levels the economic aspectchanges,becausethe probable
sales of such transmitter-output-combining equipments are litely to be very
small. In consequence,the high development cost rf,ould have to be recovered
on only two or three equipmen*, and the selling price would be higher than two
transmitters of half the power.
However, the main reasonfor parallel operatipnsat all power levelsis reliability.
By using a method of paralleling, whereby one transmitter continuesto operate
if the other fails, unbroken service continues, but at a lower power. With most
paralleling arrangements and only one transmitter in operation, the radiated
power is reduced to one-quarter of the combined output, which is 6 dB down.
A reduction in signal strength of 6 dB at a receiver would hardly be noticed,
partiorlarly with automatic volume control (a.v.c,) except possibly in the fringe
areasof reception. In consequence,the loss of one of a paralleledpair of transmitters doesnot incur any break in service, so reliability is greatly improved by
oPerating two transmitters in parallel,
9.2 REQUIREMENTS

FOR PARALLEL

OPERATION

It is essentialthat both transmitters are driven at exactly the samefrequency,
which means using a common drive source, fu each transmitter is normally

r15

suppliedrvith its own drive,in orderto continuethe reliabilitythemearrangements
should be madeto use either drive with automaticchangeoverfaciliticsto cover
the possibilityof one failing. Preferably,eachdrive should be used'on alternate
days, to ensure that both are in a service condition. Fcr such an arrangement,
the porveroutput of eachdrive must be sufficientto drive the two transmitters
and to coverany attenuationthere may be in the combining and splitting networks.
In some casesthis will mean the addition of a low-gain amplifier,or preferably
two for reliability.
For optimum conditions,the output of the trvo transmittersmust be the same
in both phaseand amplitude.To achievetheseconditions,there must be means
of indicatingthe relativephaseand amplitrrdeat eachoutput, in association
with
arrangementsfor controlling them within each transmitter, normally at the
input.
Correctphaserelationshipis probablvthe more important indication,because
any differencescannotbe detectedon the normal power meterson transmitters.
\Ieans of indicating phaseare essentialand these may take the form of phase
discriminators,or, more simply, amplitudedetectors,in such a positionthat thev
give an indicationof relativephase.
It is worth noting that rvhentuning transmittersto an amplitude indication,
such as minimum anode current, the trough or peak is fairly flat around the
resonantpoint, but the phasechangeis very rapicl.Consequcntlythere is liable
to be quite a differencein phasebenveenthe outputs cf trvo identic:rltransmitters, even when tuned as accuratelyas possibleby the sameperson.At the
sam€time, this very featureenablesphaseadjustmentsto be made bv trimming
oneor more tuned circuits,without anv noticeablemistuneasregardsamplitude.
However,it is consideredpreferableto tune the transmittersconventionallyand
to correct the relative phaseby meansof special circuits betrveenthe drive and
eachtransmirterinput.
An indication of relative output amplitude can be given by means of simple
detector circuits, as accuracyis not so important as phase.In the caseof classB
linear transmittirs, the level can be controlledby the attenuatorsnormally fitted
at the input. This is not possiblewith classC transmitters,becausethe automatic
biasing arrangementis designedto make the output independent of changesin
drive level. With thesetransmitters, the output level should be controlled by the
coupling on the final amplifier.
The method of combining the output of the two transmitters dependson the
power level and the frequency band. At medium-, high- and very high-power
levelsin the m.f., l.f. and v.l.f. bands,where frequencv changesare not an operational feature,combiningnetworksconsistofa number ofcapacitorsand inductors
adjusted for one frequency, with a load to take the out-of-balance power.
A similar arrangementcan be used in the h.f. band for the same power levels,
by switching benveenpre-set positions on the capacitorsand inductors for
changingfrequency.This is suitablefor broadcasttransmitterswherethe operational frequenciesare known and limited in number.
For medium- and high-powerh.f. communicationtransmittersit is preferable
to feed each transmittJr into a separateantenna, so that the field paiterns are
combinedto give a gain in the desireddirection.The phasingis not so simple
with this arrangementbut it doesoffer the facility of changing the beam direction
by alteringthe relativephse betweenthe two outputs.
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For low- to lower-medium power transmitters in the h.f. band, as well as in
the m.f. and l.f. bands, the most satisfactoryarrangementis a systemof wideband
ferrite-cored transformers for both input- and output-combining. The upper
power limit for this systemis determined by practical designproblemsconcerning
heat dissipation in the output transformersand by the v.s,w.r.
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With the reactanceof the capacitorsbeing adjusted berween 100 O and 320 Q
at any onefrequency,a phasecontrol of about 90ocan be obtained by eachbranch,
as shown in Fig. 9.3. This phase change holds good for inductors fiaving reactancesbet\r'een120O and 150 O, so any one set of induciors will enablethe same
L2

9.3 PARALLELING
NETWORK

r500,

BY MEANS OF A CAPACITOR-INDUCTOR
Drive
from
oulo c/o
u nt t

A block diagram of the main units in a paralleling arrangement for the transmitters containinqclassC or classD amplifiersis shown in Fie.9.l. Note that
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Block diagram for operating two transmitters in parallel by means of a

capacitor-inductorcombining network.
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there is no input-level control, the output power level being adjusted by the
output-stage coupling. This arrangement is suitable for all poiver levels in the
v.l.f., I.f., m.f. and h.f. bands.
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This is normally a switch, the position of which is controlled by the output of
the drives. Solid-state switching is more simple to control automatically, but
whatever type is used considerable attention must be given to prevent a leakage
from tbe standby drive into the operating drive, otherwise there will be a beat
on the output at the difference frequency between the two.
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Drioe splitting .td plrosi"g nehomhs
A useful form of drive splitting and phase-controlling system is shown in
Fig.9.2, where a 75 C) input line is connecteddirectly to two 150 Cl networks,
terminated with a 150 f) resistor in each transmitter.
To explain the operating principle, consider eachbranch as rwo Z networks in
series. If they are identical, any mismatch produced by the first is cancelled
out by the reciproeal action of the second, and the phase delay is wice that of
eacbIf circuit. As the reactanceof the component value approaches150 O, each
.lTcircuit becomesnearerto a quarter-wavenetwork, with a phasedelay approaching 90', giving a total delay of up to 180o. In a practical application, the four
inductors are of the same value and the phase delay can be made adjustable by
using a four-gang variable capacitorin eachbranch-
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Ftc. 9.3 Phasechangeproducedby eachdoubleIf sectionof the phasingnenvork.
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phasechnngeto be obtainedover a frequencyrangeof 1.25to 1. over the same
reactanceylge of the capacitorarms, the v.s.rv.r.producedat the 75 Q input is
shownin
9.4 to be l'4 or less, and the maximum amplirude changeat the
-Fig.
output is lessthan 0.3 dB.
In operation, it would be most unusual to require a phaseadjustment of anv.
thing like 90" in either transmitter, so by using four-g-g *p"ciiors of 50-500 pF
each,the circuit is suitable for a wide range of frequin"i.r,
shown in Fig. 9.5,
""
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although fixed capacitorsmust be added at some frequencies.Different inductors
are also required, as each value will only cover a frequency range of l'25 to l.
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If one transmitter fails, the other continuesto operateinto a matchedload,
with half the power being dissipatedin resistorR, and half being transferredto
the output feeder.Thus, the power in the f'eederrvith only one trfnsmitter on
is one-quarterofthe output with both on, i.e., 6 dB down.

x, =l5o ohms

To indicolo?

X u = 1 2 0o h m s

-

U)

X c : r e o c t o n c e o f e o c h c o p o c i t o ri n o h m s
Ftc. 9.6

Frc. 9.4 V.S.W.R.at input of phasing network rvith each output matched into
150 ().

Bridged

'T'parallelirrg

net\vork.
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lunction of the network components under both conditions can be seen
by reference to Figs 9.7 and 9.8. lVith both transmirters on, in the balanced
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Breakdown of the bridged 'T'network

Frc. 9.5 Phasecontrol avaiiableat variousfrequencieswith eachvariablecapacitor
covering 5G-500pF.

in the balanced condition.

Io?2

t*
Output conbiningwith a bridged'T' netutork
'T' network for paralleling the output of trvo
The circuit diagram of a bridged
transmitters is shown in Fig. 9.6. It was devised by Bartlett in 1951[1, 2], and is
e very simple method, containing only two capacitors,two inductors and a load
r€9istor.
When the outputs from the two transmitters are of the same amplitude and
i$ phase at the input to the netrvork, there is no potential difference acrossthe
Z, Rr branch, so no current is flowing in it and no power is dissipatedin the load
resistor R1. The two outputs pass through caPacitorsC1 and Cr, respectively,'
and are paralleledat the input to the outgoing feeder, therefore the Power outPut
in the feeder is twice that of each transmitter" The series capacitativereactance
of C1 and C2 is neutralized by the reactanceof inductor .Lt shunted acrossthe
feeder, so that eachtransmitter ii correctly terminated by a resistivefeeder'
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Ftc. 9.8 Breakdorvn
of the bridged'T' networkwith one transmitteroff.
condition, branch.LrRl is not carrying any current and can be redrawnas Fig.
9.7(a):This can be redrawn as Fig.9.7(6), which is the exact equivalent of Fig.
9.7(a). By converting the two parallelsections2L2and 2R" to seriescomponents,
as in Fig. 9.7(c), the exact equivalenceis retained. In this arrangementthe series
capacitativeand inductive reactancescancel out, giving a pure resistive loading
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on each transmitter of 50 Q. This proves that in the parallel and balancedcondition eachtransmitter is correctly matched and all the power appearsin the output
feeder.
If the outpus of the two transmitters are not of the same amplitude, or not in
phase, there is current in the Z, Rt branch and porver will be dissipated in the
load R1. The remaining power is passedto the common output feeder. A device
which detectsthe power in the load R, gives a meansof indicating the combined
amplitude and phase error. By successivelytrimming the phase and amplitude
controls to minimum readingon the indicating meter, the desiredcondition of
balance is obtained.
The function of the netrvork when one transmitter fails can be seenby reference
to Fig.9.8, where Fig.9.6 has beenreproducedas Fig.9.8(a). In Fig.9.8(D)the
components have been rearranged to show more clearly that the reactancesof
L, and C, cancelout, to give the circuit of Fig. 9.8(c).The parallelcomponents
of Fig. 9.8(c)havebeenconvertedto their se:iesequivalentin Fig. 9.8(d),which
shows that the reactive components cancel out, giving the equivalent circuit,
Fig. 9.8(e).This showsthat the power of the one remaining transmitter is divided
equally into load R, and feeder Rp, which are effectively half their resistance
value, giving a total matching load of 50 Q.
The failure of either transmitter does not affect the loading of the other
transmitter and one-quarter of the total power is radiated. With a v.s.w.r. on the
feeder, the ratio of power radiatedto power loss dependson the type of mismatch.
but transmitter loading is unaffected.
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The circuit arrangementis shown in Fig. 9.9 for three transmitters, but any
number may be paralleled in this way, so the resistanceand reactancevalues are
.
given for three and N transmitten.
When all transmitter outputs are of equal amplitude.and in phase, it can be
shorvn by an analysissimiiar to that given in Fig. 9.7, that each transmitter is
correctly terminated. In this case the circuit at point E is effectively at earth
potential.
An anallsis of the conditions when one transmitter is off, by the method shown
in Fig. 9.8, will show that the remaining transmitters are correctly terminated
and the amount by which the total output power is reducedwili dependon the
number of transmitters involved. In the generalcaseof N transmitters, the power
dissipatedin the resistors R, will be l/N of the remaining output and the power
output (N - l)t/N'. Therefore, with one transmitter failing out of a total of
three, the power lost is one-third of the remainingoutput, which 22i32of the
output of three transmitters,i.e., 3.5 dB down.
9.+ PAR{LLELING
NIEDIUN,I- AND HIGH-POIVER H.F.
TRANS}IITTERS BY COMBINING THE R{DIATED FIELD
PATTERN
The basicarrangementfor operatingtransmittersin parallel in the h.f. band
is shown in Fig. 9.10,but different applicationscall for somecircuit modifications.

More than two transmitterc in parallel
No.l
ontenno

It is not at all unusual for the output of more than two transmitters to be
connected in parallel by means of a bridged 'T' nerwork, and an arrangement
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Ftc. 9.10 Block diagram for operating two medium- or high-power h.f. transmitters in parallel by combining the field pattem.
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Frc. 9.9 Bridged 'T' paralleling network for more than two transmitters.
of three..inparallel is often used for unatten<ledtransmitters in relatively remote
areas.

The input circuit
For broadcastapplications with non-linear amplifiers, it is likely that parallel
operation will bc on a permanent basis.Consequentlythe drive changeoverunit,
drive splitting and phasecontrol can be identical rvith those describedin Section
9.3, but the variableattenuatorsshown in Fig. 9.10 are not required, because
amplitude control is at the output of the final amplifiers. If a 75 O cableis normally
the input to the power amplifiers, the termination could be changedto suit the
150 Q output of the phasingnetworks, However, it is preferableto feedthe output
of the phasing networks directly into wideband step-down transformers from
150 O to 75 Q and to feed the amolifiers viza,75 Q cable.
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For communicationapplicationswith linearamplifierswithin this power range,
it is more likely that parallel operation will be required only occasionally.In
these casesthe input circuit should be rearrangedas shown in Fig.9.11, with
phasingunits and step-down
srvitchesto by-passthe automaticdrive changeover,
transformer. It will be seen that the step-down transformer is necessaryto
provide a match between the output of the phasing units and the input of the
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TRANSNIITTERS AT LOlv- AND LowER9.s PAMLLELL\G
'
MEDIUM POWER LEVELS
At thesepower levels,the applicationsare mainly in the h.f. band; there may
be a few requirementsat m.f., but it is highly improbablethat thereis any apptication at l.f. or v.l.f. Nevertheless,the system described in this section is suitable
for all these bands, and utilizes wideband ferrite-cored transformen for outout
combining.The useof widebandtransformersis particularlysuitablefor the L.f.
band, by virtue of the fact that the output-combining requires no adjustmentor
componentchangefor any frequencyin the h.f, spectrum.A block diagram.,
the basicarrangementis shown in Fig. 9.12.
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Frc. 9.11

Input arrangement when paralleling is required on a temporary basis.

variable attenuators.By using this type of cirpuit, the transmitterscan be used
either in parallel or separatelyfor different services,the variable attenuators
being necessary
for both applications.
There are, obviously,other suitableirrput circuits r:.r theseapplicetions,such
as those describedin Section9.5, so the arrangementshould be consideredas a
typical exampleto meet the necessaryconditions.
TIu output circrit
The output arrangementshown in Fig. 9.10 is also typical, becausethe same
principle applies if the output feedersare trvin rvire instead of concentric cable.
The feeder-switching arrangements normallv associatedwith h.f. transmitting
stations have also been omitted for diagrammdic simplicity.
There are two main featuresassociatedwith this arrangement.First, for parallel
operation' the electrical length of the feeders from each amplifier to its
antenna, should be as near identical as possibld,so that the phasedelay is similar.
In this respect,the more inrportant sectionsare BC and EF, respectively,because
the phasecomparisonis made at points B and E, as representativeof the relativc
phase of the input at each antenna. Sections AB and DE should also be of the
same electrical length, to avoid too much phase-correctingof the inputs to the
amplifiers. However, these sectionsare not so easyto control as regards lengtl,
becausein all probability they will include the feeder-switching matrix of thc
station.
The second feature is the need to bring the output feedersclose together at
some point such as BE, in order to avoid long r.f. input leads to the phase dis'
criminator, with the consequentliabiliry of errors in the phasecomparison.
The ultimate proof that the relative phasing is correct can only be determined
by measuring the radiated field pattern at some distance from the station' Tbis
type of measurementis the only reliablemethod of checkingthe required phare
relationship for a given direction if beam-swinging by phase adjustment is s
areinvolved.
featureof the application,particularlywherea number of frequencies
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Ftc. 9.12 tslockdiagramof parallelingby meansof widebandtranslbrmers,
I'arulleling uith tuo anplifcrs ia push-pull
This type of operation, with the signals in the two ampliliers in antiphase,is
indicated by using a single output-combining transformer, with the outputs of
the two amplifiers fed into the opposite ends of the prirnary winding. It follows
that the input to the amplifiers must also be in antiphase, and one method of
achievingthis conditionis shown in Fig. 9.13.
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Ftc. 9.13 Phasingand drive splitting for push-pull operation.
There are some interesting featuresin this type of input circuit. By using two
l.to l.transformers, ?, and 7,, with the secondarywindings c.ors-conrr""tledto
gtve the antiphaseoutputs, a better match is possiblethan that rvhich rvould be
grven
_bya single transformer, CapacitorsCb Cz, CJ and Ca are 6tted to give a
more linear freciuencyresponse.The 75 C) resistors R1 and R2, each in ieries
with one of the 75 Oprimary windings, are n€cessaryiogive match with the
"
75 O input cablc,by piovidini two 15d'Qparallelpaths.Fr"omthis,
it is apparent
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Ftc. 9.14 Transformer combining unit for push-pull operation.

In view of the limitations of the push-pull system, it has beenfound in practice
that better conditions can be provided by,operating the two amplifien in phase

i-",J ^,zvr- ruoz
75.Ct

are exactlvthe sameasin the push-pull case,and only halfofthe input voltageis
available at each amplifier input. The difference is that the two in-phase inputs
can be fed directly into the amplifiers, no transformers being required to obtain
an antiphaseoutput from the singleinput. Thus the match on the input cableis
also improved over the frequencyband, due to reducing the number of components.
The output combiningcircuit for push-push operationis shown in Fig, 9.16.
Capacitors Cb C2, C3, Cn, C, and Co rvith inductors L, and L2 are provided to

A bsorber

with two ttannnitters in push-push

.'v/JrL
otlenuorors

Frc. 9.15 Phasingand drive splitting for push-pushoperation.
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results in an out-of-balancepower in the absorberload R1. An amplitude detector
acrossthis load gives an indication of amplitude unbalanceand incorect phasing.
A minimum on t}le detector meter indicates correct phase relationship and a
zero reading indicates amplitude balance.
With one transmitter off, the antenna load is transformed to appear as 25 O
across one-half of tlle primary winding. Half the power is transferred to the
output feeder, the other half being dissipated in the absorber load, and the
remaining transmitter is still terminated correctly with a 50 C),load. Any voltage
induced in the inactive primary is in phase with the voltage in the other half; as
such it is effectively in shunt wit}t the absorber load and so the input terminal of
the inactive winding is effectively at earth potential.
One of the limiations with this system is the difficulty in desigqing the combining transformer. An accurate balance between the rwo halves of the primary,
and tie correct transfer ratio between each half and the secondary, is alrnost
impossible to achieve over tlre whole h.f. band, Consequently there is inevitably
a rather high v.s.rf,.r. reflected on to each transmitter output, and some power is
lost in tbe absorberload. However, it is suitable fora limited frequencycoveragewith some reduction io reflectedv.s.w.r. and power loss-by meansof improving
the match with appropriate loading capacitors and inductors, as described in
Chapter 10.
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(push-push). Although tlria entails an additional transformer in the outputcombining network, the input circuit is further simplified and improved.
The arrangementof the input circuit is shown in Fig. 9.15. The potentiometer
P for phasecontrol and seriesresistors R, and R2, for matching the input cable,

that the voltage on the primary and secondary of each transformer is half the
input voltage. Potentiometer P. is a non-inductive resistor of low ohmic value
which provides a very simple method of changing the relative phaseof the two
transmitters with one control. The phase changepossible by this method varies
over the h.f. band, and is rather limited at the lower frequencies.However, the
range of phase control is adequate for low-power transmitters which are likely
to contain only one or two stages.
A method of combining the transmitter outputs with a single transformer is
shown in Fig. 9.14. As on the input circuit, capacitorsC,, Cz, C3 and C. are fitted
to improve the frequency response.When the hl'o inputs to the transformer are
of the sameamplitude and in antiphase, all the power is transferred to the 50 Q
secondary,and hence to the output feeder. Any departure from this condition
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Ftc. 9.16 Transformer combining unit for push-push operation.
improve the frequency responseof the network. In this case,transformer ?, is
only necessaryfor the single amplifier condition. In parallel operation the flux
induced by the two in-phase inputs'cancelone another in the primary, so the two
inputs are connected directly togerher at the centre-point output, The only
design problem with this transformer for parallel operation, is that the balance
between the two halves of the primary should be as near perfect as possible.
Auto-transformer T, provides a 25 Q-to-50 O ratio for matching the feeder to
the transmitters, via the centre-point of ?,. Therefore the balancingand matching
functions are separated,and in consequencemore readily achievable.
With only one transmitter on, the power is divided equally betrveenthe output
feederand the 25 Q absorberload, provided that the ratio of ?, is 1 to 1 in this
condition, If loadsof other resistancevalue, such as 50 Q, are more convenient,
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the ratio oftransformer I should be designedaccordingly, but the power distribution will remain the same. There is negligibleoutput at the terminal of the
unused transmitter in either casewith single operation.
Parallel operation by meansof transformer combining with in-phase amplifiers
is particularly appropriate for usewith widebandh.f. amplifiers, becausethe phase
delay in amplifiers of the same type is likely to be very similar. Therefore the
simple phase-adjustingsystemshown in Fig. 9.15 gives sufiicient phasecontrol
by its differential action.
For tuned amplifiers, where a greater range of phase control is likely to be
required, the circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 9.2 would be more suitable.
This also appliesif parallel operationis required in the m.f. band, becausethe
availablephase changeof the potentiometersystem depends on its electrical
rvith frequency decrease.
length in terms ofwavelength, which cbviously decreases
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10
Power Amplification Using Wideband
Techniques

Another.advantageof wideband power amplifiers is their use as drives. They
enable high-power transmitters to be constructed with only one tuned stage,
thereby simplifying and reducing the time required for frequency.ch"ngingj a
particular advantagefor self-tuned systems.when used as drives, there-is also
an advantage in the low and substantially constant impedance presented by
wideband amplifiers to signals reflectedfrom a driven stagi. The reliected signals
are absorbed and not re-reflected, so the drive performance is not degraded by
distortion produced at the driven-stage input, such as by grid curr-ent. This
often very difficult to solve when dealing with tuned linear amplifiers
i;'".||:l;;

LO.z GENEML

10.1 TFIE CASE FOR WIDEBAND CIRCUITS
The lossof tratfic time causedby the changesin frequencyneccssarvto maintain communication by means of h.f. systems,is an ever-presentincentivc
towards more rapid frequency changing. Limits to the minimum possible time
are imposed by the number of circuits which haveto be tuned, and by the physical
size of the tuning components. The frequency-changingtime rvith rnedium- or
low-power transmitters can be lessthan that required for high-porvertransmitters,
becauseof the number of stagesinvolved and the smaller components used.
Even with medium-power transmitters there are applications, such as communicating with high-speed aircraft, where the minimum achievable time of
10 s or so is not fast enough, and there may be negligible warning of a need to
change. To cover these applications with tuned equipments there are two solutions: (a) to incorporate a number of pre-tuned circuits and to changefrequency
by switching between pre-set components,and (D)to radiate the sameintelligence
on two frequencies by using two transmitters for a period covering the'time
necessaryfor a change to be made, Operators on transmitting stations call this
system 'dualling'.
The disadvantages of both solutions stem from the use of tuned circuits,
indicating tiat a satisfactory third solution would be the elimination of tuned
circuits. This solution could be provided by wideband power amplifiers with
linear characteristics, covering the whole h.f. spectmm without any need for
tuning. Later in this chapter, it will be shown that this solution is quite practical
with wideband amplifiers for output powersof about I kW, which is adequatefor
many applications, particularly if s.s.b. systemsare used.
With wideband amplifiers, the time trlren to changefrequency is that required
to change the frequency of the driving sourceonly, and the choice of frequency
is not limited by the number of pre-tuned circuits, as given by solution (a).
'Dualling'
applications can be covered by radiating two carrier frequencies
simultaneously from the same transmitter, and although this incurs a reduction
in power on each,it is lessthan the 6 dB which would be expected.
Reliability is improved by the elimination of moving partg associatedwith
tuning, for experience proves tlat a high percentageof faults on transmitting'
stations are of a mechanical nature. Where wideband amplification is in the
form of distributed amplifiers, outage time is further rcduccd and the service
can be continued at a lower performance,even with the loss of one or two valves.

PRINCIPLES OF WIDEBAND ANIPI,IFIERS

Limitingfactors'
Spurious capacitancesare associatedwith all amplifying devices,and rvith
valvesin particular. Such capacitances
limit the power output, efficiencyand
gain of_a wideband amplifer. The conditionsexisting at the three following
points in an amplificr will be considered.(l) The output, as reprcsentedb!
Fig. 10.1(a).(2) The inrervalvecouplings,as represcntedby Fig. 10.1(6)an<l(cj.
(3) The input, asrepresentedby Fig. 10.1(d).

f",
f",
(c)
Ftc. 10.1

(d)

Working conditions for a rvideband emplifier. (a) At the output.
(b), (c) At the interstage coupling. (d) At the input.

The networks of Fig. 10.1(D)and (d) must contain a rcsistive elemcnt.
In the first case, consider a current gcnerator shuntctl by a capacitancc C.
which cannot be removed. Here the aim is to produce thc maxinrum outpui
power for a given driving current. In any narrow-band amplificr, thc load linc
is chosen to suit a particular valve. However, as rhc bandrvitlth is incrc:rsc<1,
rhc
load resistance must be reduced, and the shunt capacitancc scts x li'it tr tlrc r.f.
power that can be obtained from the generator.
The maximum power output can be calculated frorn thc f<rrrrrul:rIl I

. Poma-x:Tr.;:.xc,
whcre Po max:

maximum power output (constant over the pass b:rntl);
t. : r,m.s. value of fundamefrtal component of anotlc (:urr(.nt;
,Yq:
reactance of anode capacitance at the edge of thc pasr lrarr,l.

(l)
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(2)

where XC" is the reactanceat the edge of the passband of capacitanceC".
Equation (2) is a limiting equation, and assumesan infinite number of components in the network and a wideband transformer to allow for a different
impedance level at anode and grid. A loading resistancemust be present somewhere in the network. If both valvesareof the samerype,by multiplying equation
(2) by the mutual conductancea well-known gain-bandwidthexpressionis obtained [2]
maximum gain-bandwidth:

,,{'' = ,

\/{c,'c")

l3l

hasservedthe purposeof producinga driving voltageit is dissipatedin a termination. In a distributed amplifier, however, it is used to drive the following valve.
This processcan be repeatedover and over again so that an unlinited number of
valves(subjectto losses)can be driven by the samepower that is required to drive
one valve.
The anodes feed a transmissionline of the same delay characteristic as the
grid line. Half the anode current of each valve will travel to the right and will
add in phasein an output load. The other half will travel to the left, towards the
terminating resistor.At low frequenciesthe phase delay contributed by the line
is negligible,andthesecurrentswill add in phaseso that halfthe power developed
by the amplifier is dissipatedin the terminating resistor. As the frequency is
increased,horvever,standingrvaveslvill developon the anodeline, and although

This expression assumesan infinite number of componentsin the network.
When the number is restricted, the responseis no longer flat and the power or
the bandwidth is reduced. Owing to the low value of the load resistance,a suitable
valve must be able to produce a large current at lo$/ anode voltage. Low anode
capacitanceis of course essential.
The problem at t}re interstagecoupling is shown in Fig. 10.1(D).Here both the
generator and the following valve are shunted by capacitancesC. and Cr. The
aim is to produce a maximum driving voltage, 4, from a given current, r., of
the generator. Then

(%)** :zy'(xc^.xc")
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Here again, with a restricted number of components the response rvill no
longer be flat, and either the bandwidth or the gain will be reduced.
There are caseswhere the following valve absorbspower; i.e., where it presents
a resistive termination, R" as in Fig. 10.1(c). In this casethe maximum possible
power must be delivered to R' and R, may then set the limit to the possiblegain
instead of Cr.
At the input to the amplifying stage [see Fig. 10.1(/)] the aim is to produce
maximum driving voltage from the available power. Since a transmission line
(a coaxial cable) will be used, the input network must be matched. Here again,
ttle shunting capacitanceand the maximum v.s.l{.r. allowed will determine the
limit of gain.
The above limiting equations cannot be exceeded in any simple amplifier, as
the fundamental law of the charging rate of a. capecitor is involved. It is easily
seenthat paralleling the valves, whether in phaseor in push-pull, will not increase
the power output per valve, nor will it increase the gain-bandwidth product.
In all these casestie available charging current per capacitor is the same. It may
be noted that cla,ssAB or class B operation will reduce the effective mutual
conductanceand hence will reduce the gain-bandwidth product.
Synthesisofrvideband networks is fully coveredin technicalliterature, and the
normalized networks themselvesare given in tabulated form in Refs [3] and [a].
Distributed amplifiers
In a distributed amplifier 15,6,7 ,8] (seeFig. 10.2), the valve capacitancesarc
not charged simultaneously. By placing valves along an artificial trarumission'
, line, the sameinstantaneouspower will chargethe valve capacitancesin succession.
To produce a given driving voltage across any of the valve-input capacitances,
the same amount of power is required. In a simple amplifier, once this power
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Ftc. 10.2 Simplilieddiagramof a distributedamplifier.
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the porver dissipatedin the resistor is reduced, the power output remains the
same becauseesra porverwill be dissipatedin some valves.
It is possibleto direct the full anode current of each valve to the right, i.e., to
the useful load, if the characteristicimpedanceof the anode delay line is tapered,
i.e., lowered progressivelyat each valve connection [8, 9]. A simple calculation
shows that under these conditions the r.f. voltage swing dt each anode will be
equal over the whole passband-a very desirableproperty. However, this voltage
swing will be determined by the delayJine impedance at the first valve of the
chain, which is, in turn, determined by the anode capacitanceof the valve. In
fact, no more power per valve can be obtained than in a simplewideband amplifier.
The problem of porver output per valve, and efficiency, is most important in
transmitter applications. In an amplifier with a uniform anode line, the number
of valves and the h.t. voltage are adjusted to permit optimum operation of individual valves,but halfofthe availableporveris lost. In the lapered-lirteamplifier,
valves work inefficiently, but the addition of power is complete. In an amplifier
with a uniform anodeline for a bandwidth of about 30 MHz, only a few moderir
lorv-cipacitance valves are required for optimum operarion. By this is meant a
condition under which the valves operate with a sufficiently high-impedance
load line for the anode-voltage
swing developedto be comparablewith the h.t
voltageapplied.This optimum has,of course,no relation to the optimum gain
per stage of a low-porver distributed amplifier. Here, the fust consideration is

{
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Having reached the stagebf.sufficiently high anode-voltageswing, the anode
line' ern-now' be'tapeted $r' rs'"to hcep t,'eonstant anodc*voltagc,ew'ing.forall
successivevalves. To obtain a reasonableefficienry, most of the valves must be
along the tapered line. The non-tapered section improves the load line for the
tapered section, and must be sufficiently long. A comprornise is necessary,and
depends on the characteristicsof a particular valve and bandwidth [10]. The
power output is given by
I

n,\

Po: mX'C.ln- |ln''i"z
\

(4)

L /

as the frequencytends to zero,
where X'C-": reactanceof the anode capacitanceat the cut-off frequency;
rl : r.m.s., valueof fundamentalcomponentof anodecurrent;
z: total number of valves:
u r : oumber of valvesrvith uniform anodeline, which neednot be an
integer.
The power output is almost constantup to 0'9 of the cut-off frequencyif an
rz-derivedanodeline is usedwith m: l'4,
In designingan output stageof a widebandtransmitter covering 2-30 lIHz,
one has a choiceof a simple widebandstageor a distributed amplifier. An examination of available valves with suitable power ratings shows that both designs are
possible, with some preferencefor a distributed amplifier. There is, how'ever,a
decisive factor in favour of a distributed amplifier if the transmitter is to be used
with a varying load condition such as an antenna.If no loading or tuning adjustment is allowed, the transmitter must be able to operate with any impedance
presented by an antenna feeder correspondingto a v.s.w.r. of 2 to 1, without an
appreciable variation in power output and performance. This is only possible
with a matched generator. A simple amplifier is not a matched generator' but t
distributed amplifier behavesas one, provided that if the anode line is taPer€dit
is sufficiently long, This in fact, togetier with the primary inductance of wideband
transformers, sets tlre low-frequency limit of the pass band.
The ampli:Eerwill, for the lower frequenciesof operation, amplify all harmonics
which are generated at any point h the transmitter up to the fourteenth with no
significant attenuation. Exceptional linearity is therefore required, as an harmonic
content of -4O dB (barely enough in practice'to meet the existing Atlantic City
regulations) is still too large for any h,f. transmitter, although it corresponds to a
distortion of only 1o/o,which is consideredgood even for an a.f. amplifier. A
considerable reduction in harmonic distortion can be obtained by the suitable
choice of an anodeload line. This is often done in an a.f. amplifier, but in a distributed amplifier tlre slope of the load line is dictated by the r.f. bandwidth and by
the valve capacitance,and is far too low from the point of view of distortion.
This initial difficulty is followed by the realization that it is impossible to extract
a reasonable proportion of input porver from a single-ended stage if this low
second-harmonic content is required. Allowing for about 20 dB balance, r
push-pull amplifier.deman$s the second-harmoniccomponent of an individud
valve to be less thair -20 dB with respect to the fundamental, as long as this
second-harmonic frequency falls in the pass band of the amplifer. It ie not
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permissible to drive the valves below cut-off voltage, although the futl current
swing down to zero makesthe operation of the amplifier, as far as changesin feed
current, etc., areconcerned;more like classAB than classA. Therl will. of course.
,be no eaneellatiot of the third.harmonic comporrexts;,,sc).the.llnearity of the
individual valve must be sufficiently good. A valve which will be found suitable
as far as r.f. bandwidth and power are concernedhas to be examined for linearity
at different amplitude levels before it can be accepted.To satisfy the conditions
for linearity as far as second and third harmonic is concerned will almost automatically satisfr the conditions required for the higher-order harmonics.
High v.s.w.r. on the output feederintroducesanother limitation. llaximum
voltageswing,which may be presenton anv valveof a distributedamplifier*'hich
is behavingas a matchedgenerator,rvill be approximatelvequ,rlto the product
of 1,2(v.s.w.r.)
and the voltageswingunder the matctredcondition.This must be
allowed for in the design,and severelyreducesthe elliciencyof the amplifier.
Push-pulloperationcreatesstill anotherproblem-that of unbalanccdpowcr.
This porverwill travel along thc anodedclav line, but it rvill be rejectedby an
output transformer.Again, in an a.f. amplifieror in a narrorv-bandr.f. amplifier,
the anodecircuitsareso designedasto presenta very lo.rvimpedanceat the tnodes
in the unbalancedmode of operation.This cannotbe done simplv here, because
the length of the artificial delavlineswill causean effectiveparallelresonanceof
a high Q.factor at somefrequencieson somevalves.There L no needto explain
rvhy sucha resonance-evenif it is nor severeenoughto causea scriousdip in the
frequencyresponse-is disastrousas far as harmo-nicsare concerned.The onlv
way to avoid this trouble is to use resistiveloading of the unb:rlanccdmode oi
operation.Fornrnatelv,if this is done all along the anodeIines onlv a ncgligiblc
amount of useful power will be lost. This loaciingis also necessaryto absorb
second-harmoniccurrent, which, if not absorbed, will have effects similar to
those of the unbalancedpower, in addition to the direct production of a high
second-harmonicoutDut.
Unless the g$dJine impedance is very low indeed, the grid currenr rvill
introduce high-order harmonics. It is not advisable to work with even a very
limited grid-current, becauseeven though the valves individually may be satisfactory, the harmonic powers so produced rvitl travel along the grid line and the
combined effect may be serious.
Becauseof the very large phase delay of the distributed amplifier, it is not
possibleto use wideband overall negativefeedback.Individual feedbackon each
valve is very successful,especiallycathode feedback. Here, thc loss of gain is
less than the amount of feedback applied, becausethe application of cathode
feedbackreducesthe effectivegrid-input capacitanceand thc grid-line impcdancc
can be increased.
The circuit arrangem€ntfor r.f. feedbackon eachindividual valvc is slrorvnin
Fig. 10,3.The ferrite-coredr.f. choke has a high r.f. rcactanccovcr thc wlrolc
'l'hc
band, relativeto the valueof the feedbackresistor,but a low d.c. rt.sisrarrr'c.
value of the resistordeterminesthe level of feedback,but the krrv tl.t:. rcsist;rntt:
of the chokeensuresthat the valvebiasis not affectedby its prcscncci n t Irr:t :rrlrorlt.
circuit- Note that the designis simplifiedby the use of indir"ctly lrcarctlr.rlr r.s,
becauscthe heatercurrent doesnot passthrough the cathodc chokc.
The stabilityof the amplifiermust alsobe considered,The fairly lriglr g;rirr,,1.r
power-distributcdamplifier,combinedwith rather poor isolationlrcrrrccrr.rrr'rlc
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and grid of larger valves,makesthe amplifier unstableunlessthe cut-off frequency
of the anode and grid-delay lines are different. Grid lines with twice the cut-off
frequency of the anode line (two sectionsfor eachsection of the anode line) were
found to give very stable amplifiers.
In the preceding discussion, the availability of a wideband transformer is
assumed.Given ferrite-core material, very good transformerscan be made if the
lc"kage inductance and capacitancesare arrangedto form a part of a wideband
low-pass network (see Section 10,7).
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10.3 A I kW WIDEBAND

Circuit for r.f. cathode feedback.

TRANSNIITTER.

2-28 I!IHz

Thefinal ampffier
From the limitations dcscribed, it is apparent that the design of a high-power
wideband amplifier depends on a careful compromise between contradictory
requirements, the best amplifier being achievedwith the best compromise, For
this design, after a tleoretical analysis a number of experimental tests were
necessary to obtain the required performance, becauseof the absence of the
correcting facilities provided by variable tuning and loading in conventional
designs. Nevertheless,this work was justified by the performancebeing repeated
on subsequent amplifiers made to the same design.
The final amplifier contains eighteen valves, tlpe 4CX250B in two nine-valve
distributed amplifiers in push-pull. The anode lines are uniform for two and a
halfvalves per side, and then taperedto give a voltageswing of constant amplitude
on the remainhg valves. The balanced output of the two push-pull sections is
converted to 50 O unbalanced by means of a wideband transformer on a ferrite
core. The transformer is forced-air cooled and is rated at 4 kW c.w. to allow
working into a feeder with a high v.s.w.r. The h.t. voltage of 1.1 kV allows for
the anode swing produced by a v.s,w.r. of 2 to I on the feeder, but higher ratios
may be accommodated in an emergency, becausethe valves are individually
protected, even if the instantaneousaoode voltageon some valvesis driven below
the screen voltage.
Two sections of the anode line are used for each valve to reduce the lowest
frequency at which the amplifier will still behave as a matched generator. The
180o phase shift between successivevalves, through the amplifier in the centre
of the band, is avoided by putting only one sectionof the anodeline in the middle
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of each row. Two sections per valve through the remainder of the amplifier
allow better suppressionof the unbalancedmode.
The grid lines are also suppressedfor any unbalancedmode andthey are very
accurately matched at the output end. In order to ensure the samedrive voltagl
on all the valves, it is necessaryto compensatefor lossesalong the grid linei.
This is arrangedby driving most of the valvesfrom tapping poinis on capacitance
potentiometersof difrerent ratios acrossthe grid lines,
De$ga md constructionof anoile and grid lines
The most important feature of distributed amplifiers is the designof the anode
and grid delay lines, together with the method of construction to ensurethat they
are made accuratelyin accordancewith the theoreticaldesign. In the caseoi
push-pull Cistributed amplifiers, it is just as important to maintain the same
overall pha-.edelay on eachside as it.is to maintain the samedelay along the grid
and anodelines individually.
The criterion of line designis one which allows the maximum value of shunt
capacitancefor a given cut-olf frequency, and has the most uniform voltaqefrequency_responseacrossthe capacitorsalong the linc. Basedon network theoiy,
it can be shown that an zr-derivedfilter with an rz value of 1.4 hasa fairry uniform
voltage responseand an almost linear phase delay. In addition, foi a given
capacitancethe line impedanceor cut-offrequency is increasedby nr times, i.e.,
l'4 times.
If the line inductors are sections of a continuously wound coil, the mutual
coupling between the sectionsis negative, so the mutual inductance is negative
and this allows an z-derived filter to have an m value greater than unity. By
suitably arranging the diameter ofthc continuously wound coil in relation io thl
turns per inch, the length/diameter ratio of the sections can be designedfor an
ar value of 1.4. For the constant impedance of the uniform portion of the line,
the shunt capacitorsare equal and the seriesinductor sectionsare also equal.
For the tapepd portion of eachanode line, the same principle and method of
construction are used, but the impedancereduction is made in a number of steps,
with an increasein shunt capacitanceand a decreasein series inductance. In
considering the inductance sections, it is important that the leads connecting
each valve to the inter-section tapping points should be as short as possible.All
the sectionsmust comprisea number of whole rurns, so that all the tapping points
can be in line longitudinally. This means that a careful choice of coil diimeter,
wire diameter and turns per inch must be made for each different impedance
section, in order to maintain the correct inductance and n value with a whole
number of turns. This is shown clearly in rhe photograph of the anodecircuit of
the 1 kW distributed amplifier shown in Fig. 10.4.This also showsthe method of
construction with the delay lines alongsidethe valves, which enablesboth short
connectionsto be made and provides a ready meansfor valve replacement.
In order to achieveside-to-sidcsymmetry,the directionof winding is different
for eachside, one being left-hand and the oiher right-hand. For the rl"*. ,.""on,
the grid lines are also wound in a difierent direction for each side, with the lefthand grid line driving the right-hand anode line.
While the shunt capacitorscan be trimmed, there is no meansof adjustingthe
.
inductor sections,so they must be correct within fine limits. Ttre winaing
fitctr
can be accurately controlled, but the inductance is also critically dependint on
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the depth at which thc winding sits in the threaded former. It has been found in
practice that suficient accuracy is given by measuring the overall diameter of
the wound former to within spe'tffiedlimits.
It is apparent from Fig. 10.4 that the kilovolt-amp rating of the iaductors and
capacitors is not so high as usually found with I kW amplifiers, There are two
reiurons for this. First, these are line amplifiers having a Q factor of unity when
matched. The only increase in component kilovolt-amp is due to the v.s.w.r.
on the anode lines, produced by a mismatched termination. Second, the anode
voltage and consequent anode swing are about half the amplitude of those in
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lines are on the same side of the assemblydeck. This necessitatesvery careful
screening,and an important stabilizing feature is that the grid lines are wound in
opposite directions to one another, and in the opposite direction t'o the anode
lines on the samesideof the circuit.
10.4 PERFORNTANCE OF 1 KW WIDEBAND

TRANSMITTER

The frequency range of this equipment is 2-30 lIHz, and over the whole of
this frequency rangeit will deliver 1 klV c.rv., or p.e.p., although above 28 MHz
this is subject to the v.s.w.r. at the output being rather lessthan 2 to 1. When used
to drive a high-power tuned amplifier, the interstagematching netrvork ensures
a low v.s.w.r., and a drive porverof 1.25 kW is availablewith low distortion.
In commonwith rvidebandnetworksin general,the frcquencyresponseof both
penultimate and 6nal amplifiers contains ripples within the passband,making
it necessaryflr eachamplifier to haveenough gain to cater for the troughs. These
troughs mav be coincidentat one or more frequencies,so the onlv significant
responseis that of the overallgain of the trvo rvidcbandamplifiers.The response
*4r
o
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o
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Frc. 10.4 Anode delay lines showing the tapering sections.
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tuned amplifiers of the same order of power outPut. Assuming a maximum Q
factor of l0 for a tuned amplifier, the component kilovolt-amp rating in the
distributed amplifier need be only oire-t'*'entieth of the tuned casefor the same
circuit losses.
T he p enuIt imat e anp lif cr

t
i1

The penultimate stage in this case is also a distributed amplifier, containing
two banks of miniature bigh-slope pentodes in a push-pull arrangement. Basically
the principle is the same as for the 6nal amplifier, but there are some difrerenccs
which are worth noting.
As efficieary is not of primary importance at this power level, only the se.ction
of anode line associated with the last two valves on each side is tapered, the
remainder of the line is uniform, This small amount of tapering is necessary to
avoid excessivevoltage swing on tie anodes of these valvcs.
The load presented by the final-stage input is efiectively coastant over the
frequency band, so the only mismatch seen by the penultimate amplifier is that
produced by the interstagecoupling transformer network. The v.sr\r.r. resulting
from this aetwork is considerably less t{ran 2 to 1, which means that the operating
anode-swing can be nearer the maximum than it is on the 6nal stage. In this
respect the penultimate stageis the more eficient of the two amplifiers.
The construction of tbe most suitable peniodesavailable is such that the anode
and control-grid connectionsare brought out oftJre base,so the grid and anode
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Ftc. 10.5 Frequencyresponseof two-stagedistributcd amplifier, in terms of
*t" level required for 1 kW output.
n
of all amplifiersmadeto any one designis not necessarilythe same,but the variation
is alwals within *2.5 dB. In the rypical example shown in Fig. 10.5 ttre drive
requiredto give I kW output is +2.5 dB, -1.5 dB, abouta meanlevelof I 1.6mlV.
This correspondsto an overall gain of between 48 dB and 52 dB, from 2 MIJz
to 28 MHz. The nominal gain of each amplifier is about 28 dB, which gives
adequatecoveragefor contingencies,
For the full output to be obtained on all frequencies,the variation in gain over
the frequency band makesit necessaryfor the drive level to be adjustedin accordancewith the operationalfrequency. This doesadd a slight complication, but the
adjustment can be made automatically by means of an automatic level control
(a.t.c.) at the input, operated by a level indication picked up from the transmitter
output.
It will be appreciatedthat a high order of linearity is required, becauseharmonics of the lower freguencieswill be amplified and passeddirectly to the output
in exactly the samewav asthe fundamental. It is for this reasonthat r.f. feedback,
appliedin tle manner described in Section 10.2,is necessary,The result is that
the third-order intermodulation products (as shown in Fig. 10.6) are quite low
at output levels of 5U) W and 1 kW p.e.p. Fifth-order products are rather lower
than third-oder, mainly becausethe peak voltage swing on the anodesdoes not
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T.rsLri.l0.l
No. of frequencies radiated

f.s.k.
Total mean power, W
I\{eanand peakpower at eachfrequency,W
Total effectivep.e.p.,kW

1000 500
1000 250
JI

s00
r67
l'5

500
500
125
100
22.53

500
83

s.s.b,two-tone
'fotal
mean power, W
Mean power at eachfrequency,W
Peakpower at eachfrequency,W
'fotal
effectivep.e.p.,kW

500 500
500 250
1000 500
t2

500
t67

500
125
250
4

500
100
200
5

500
83
167
6

a.m. l00o/omodulation
Total mean power, W
i{ean porver at each frequency, W
Carrier power at eachfrequency,W
Peakpower at eachfrequency,W
Total eflectivep.e.p.,kW

JJJ

-)

500
500
62.5
7t
+
3.5

500
50
5

500
55.5

4.5

500
500
500
500
6 2 . 5 5 5 ' 5 50
7t
100
l1l
143
125
10
789

c

{
6

s00
500
375 2s0
167
250 t67
lll
1000 667
+++
I
2.67 t
J/)

500
125
83
JJJ

5'33

500
100
67
267
o't

500
500 F
s00
500
500
71
62-5 55.5 50 z
83
33.3
37
5 s . 5 47.4 4t.7
133 t
148
167
222
190
13.3 B
9.3
10.7 12
8

{
z

f.d.m.
Total mean power, W
Mean and peakpower at eachfrequency,W
'Iotal effectivep.e.p.,kW

1000 500
1000 250
l1

333
I 11
ll

s.s.b.two-tone
Total mean power, W
Mean power at eachfrequency,W
Peak power at each frequency, W
Total effectivep.e.p.

500 250
500 125
1000 250
ll

125
125
125
125
125
t25
166.6 125
r2.5
1 5 . 6 13 . 4
55.5 3t.25 25
20.8 t 7 . 9
25
35.7
3r.25 26.7
lt I
62.5 s0
4r'7
2.0
t'75
2.25 2.5
l'5
ll
t'25

250
250
250
250
250
250
250
35.7 3t.25 26.7 25
+r.7
62.5 50
r.7s
2.0
2.25 2'5
r.25 1.5
a
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in Table 10.1, where the total 'efective' power is given for three types of traffic.
It can be seenthat the total efiectivepower can be many times the single frequency
maximum of I kW p.e.p.
For multi-frequensy operation, the mean and pea& power capabilities of a
conventional amplifier are governedby the coincidenceof signalson a time basis,
whereasthe multiplicity of valvesin the taperedJine amplifier, which are electrically separatedon a frequency basis,avoids coincidenceofsignals in any one valve
under multi-frequency conditions. The mean and peak power levels of a conventional amplifier operating with multi-channel f.d,rn. telegraphy and two-tone
s.s.b. are also shorvnin Table 10.1, for comparison.
The facility of being able to radiatesimultaneouslyon more than one frequency
is particularly advantageousfor ground-to-air communicationswitl high-speed
aircraft. It is the sarneas 'dualling', but with a single transmitter. This enables
the operator in the aircraft to maintain communicationssimply by changing the
frequency of his own equipment at the most appropriate time.
There are many other uses which are possible by exploitation of this multifrequency operation capability. One that springs to mind is as a mea:rsof antijamming, or secrecy. By a pre-arranged and readily changeable coding, the
transmissioncan be radiatedby a number of3equentialfrequencies,changedin
a fairly rapid and apparently random manner.l

10.6 FREQUENCY EXTENSION

TO COVER THE NI.F. BAND

The distributed amplifiers themselves are-capable of operating quite satisfactorily at frequencieswell below 2MHz. This alsoappliesto the small wideband
transformersusedat the input to the penultimate stageand for interstagecoupling.
The limit is imposed by the output transformer network, the physical size of
which presents design problems if required to give a satisfactory performance
over a frequency nmge much in excessof 15 o l.
To cover the whole frequency spectrum from 300 kHz to 30 MHz it is only
necessaryto provide two output transformer networks and a double-pole changeover switch, as shown in Fig. 10.7,As the h.f. transformer ?, is satisfactorydown
to 2 MHz and m.f. transformer 12 covers 300 kllz to 3 MHz, the changeoverby

Ftc. 10.7 Output &cuit arran8ementr*:

t and m.f. version of distributed
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means of switch ,s1 can be anpvhere between 2 MHz and 3 NlHz. with this
arrangementit is not possibleto radiate frequenciessimultaneou.ly
!n both the
m.f. and h.f. bands, but it enables a single wideband transmittei io take the
place of two conventionallytuned tranemitters; an obvious economic advantage
"
to user organizationswho employ both bands for their communication..
A good
of
the
need
for
operating
in
both bands is provided by ship.
-example
borne applications,where spacelimitation iJa further incentivi to use one transmitter instead of two. wideband equipment has further advantagesfor these
applications.Accessto the transmitter ii not necessaryduring operition and the
only maintenancerequired is an occasionalvalve change. cinsequently, it can
be housedin any convenientspaceon the ship, with only-the fr"quencv ani tr"ffic
controls in-theoperators'cabin. The completeabsenceof variable tuning elements
and complicatedmechanismscombined with the general structura'i rigidity,
meanthat operationalreliabilitvis of a very high order-even under the vib'ration
encounteredon rvarships.

10.7 WIDEBAND TRA\SFOR],IERS
wideband transformerslre essentialfor the designof ividebandsvstemsfor
porver amplification.It is not proposedto inclucle all the necessarydetailed
information lc design thesc trans,loimers,but to give salient f'eatures,together
t:^r,.\3_".
exampleof their practical application in the design of a transform"erfor
40 kW in the t.f. band.
Existing literature covers both the basic principles
[11] and the use of ferrite
magneticcores[12, l3].
Aj the low-frequencyend of the band, the transformer bandwidth is limited by
,
the low value of shunt inductance,while the upper-frequency limit is determinei
by a low-passJ7.network, consisting of leakageinduciance-and spurious shunt
capacitances.Thii low-pass network may be so designedas to be part of a more
complicated network used for broadbanding the input, interstage, or outpur
circuit ofa runed ampli6er-.Alternatively, it may be part of a grid i anode de'lay
line in a distributed amplifier.
with ferrite transformersat r.f., the core and .I2R lossescannot be reduced by
careful.design,as in the caseof lower-freguency transformers. In order to keei
the leakageinductance small, the winding must have the minimum possibll
number of turns, and in consequencethe core material is very heavily loaded.
This means that the transformer rating depends on the efiectiven.", oi th" *r"
.:o1+g, the temperature of which often becomesquite high. The thermal con_
ductivity of ferrite material is very low.
. Magnetic materiat retains its magnetic properties up to ttre curie temperature,
but the working temperature of a Jerrite'coie is limiied to a much lower value.
As the temperature increasesabove ambient, the amount of heat removed bv
cooling increases, because, whilst the thermal conductivity increases
\r,itir
temperagurethe lossesalso iocreasewith temperature. There wili be a temperature
above which any increase in cooling is morsthan oftet by the increasc ii, lor.o,
with a resultant rapid and continuid rise in temperature. This is known as the
temperaJure,and it is obvious that the working temperature must bc
-th"
:"l-.t":I
below this value. The nrn-away temperature dependsott
p"tticular grade of
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ferrite in use,but with the gradeusedfor h.f. power transformers,the temperature
rise at the hottest part of the.core should not exceed60oC. It has been found in
practice that the most satisfaitory method ofcooling is by conduction, which can
be provided by the core being clamped betrveencast-aluminium cooling plates
for powersup to 5 k!V.

Ftc. 10.8

1:
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of 1'2 to 1 over the frequency range of 3-28 NlHz. A plot of the matching performanceon a Smith chartis shownin Fig. 10.10.Oneof the virtuesof this method
of construction which makes this matching performance possible is.due to the
large spurious capacitancesand leakageinductancesbeing distributed along the
winding; they are not in the form of singlelumped elements.
The power loss in transformers of this type is benveen 1;o( and 3!/o, but this
representsabout I kW at full rating, so they should always be mounted in a
position where the air can circulate freely.
There are two important points to consider in connection with the use of
wideband transformers,The first concernspower rating and v,s.rv.r.With a
mismatchedoutput, the maximum throughput power allorvedis the ma-rimum
rated power divided by the v.s.w.r.producedby the mismatch.This meansthat
the maximum mean throughput power of the 40 kW transformeris iimited to
20 kW if the v.s.w.r.of the mismatchis 2 to 1.

lVlethod of ferrite core assembly for 40 kW h.f. transtbrmer.

unboIorEed

Ftc. 10.9 Circuit arrangementof a ,lOkW wideband transformer.
An exampleof an improved method of heat extraction by conduction is given
in the designof a 40 kW h.f. transformer. In this design the core is composedof
two stacksof twenty-five thin ferrite 'washefs' (4 in. o.d., 2 in. i.d., 0.25 in. thick)
sandwiched between aluminium cooling plates (Fig. 10.8), with the winding
passingthrough the centre ofthe ferrite cores,as shown in Fig. 10.9.The cooling
plates serve the additional purpose of reducing the leakage inductance and of
screening the ferrite from any electric field, thus avoiding high dielectric loss.
In spite of the large size of this transformer, the match provided between 450 O
balanced and 50 O unbalancedis very good, being practically within a v.s.w,r.

Ftc. 10.10 Smith's chart presentationof input matching of a ,K) kW wideband
transformer.
In the case of the I kW wideband transmitter, the output transformer is
designedfor a maximum rating of 4 kW, to allow working into a feeder with a
high v.s.w.r. In addition, the mismatch of the transformer must be taken into
account when considering the total mismatch which a final stage can tolerate.
This is becausethe feeder and transformer mismatcheswill add and subtract in
a random manner over the frequency band, but there will always be some frequenciesat which they will add.
The second point is concernedwith the direction of power flow through the
transformer. The difficulty ariseswhen the power flow is from the balancedside
to the unbalancedside. A balancedgeneratorusually producesa certain amount
of unbalanced power which will not be loaded by the transformer. Balancedfeeder resonancein an unbalanced mode is inevitable at some frequency or
freque-ncies,
so the unwanted unbalancedpower can give rise to very high voltages
and currents. Unless the unbalancedmode is either eliminated or damped,there
is a distinct probability that the transformerrvill be seriouslydamagedif usedon
a frequency at rvhich this type of resonanceis present.
lt
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11.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of intermediate stagesin any transmitter is to provide sufficient
gain to amplify the lorv-powerinput to the level required to drive the final
amplifier.In addition, the quality of the signal must be better than required at
the transmitteroutput in order to allorv for some degradationin the final stage.
This is particularlyimportant rvherelinear amplificationis concerned.Because
thc power consumedby the intermediatestagesis only a small portion of the
total, conversionefficiencyis not a prime objcctive. On thc other hand, stage
gain is importantbecausethe most economicaldesignis likely to be that with the
smallestnumber of stages.
In the case of high- and medium-porver transmitters it is usual, and more
convenient,for the drives to be housedseparately,especiallyon nrulti-transmitter stations.As there is alwavsa possibiliryof strav r.f. from the final stage
being picked up on the drive cable,any detrimentaleffecton this pick-up will
be minimizcd by raising the power level in the drive cable. Typically, this is of
the order of 2-5 W. Therefore the gain required from the intermediate stagc or
stagesmust be adeguate to give the final-stage drive power from an input of
about 2 W.
With the exGption of high-power high-quality linear amplifiers, where
grounded-grid triodes are used in the final stage and wideband drive systems
are preferred, tetrodesare used in the final stagefor practically all other high- and
medium-power applications.By using tetrodes in the finirl stage,the drive power
required is quite low and mainly due to resistanceloading of the driving stage,
in order to maintain t}le desired operationalload line. Therefore, in the majority
of applications, adequategarn can be provided by a single tetrode or p.ntode
intermediatestagebetween the incoming drivc and the final stage.
Two intermediatestagesmay be requiredfor very high-powerapplications,brrt
in thesecasesthe tendencyis to usdthe more economicalapproachof incrcesing
the drive level, and again use only one intermediatestrge.
The main differencebetween intermediateand final ampliliers is th:rt tlrt:
former operateinto a substantiallyconstantload, so tuning and krrtling atljrrstmentsare not necessary
during service.
II.2

TI{E INPIJ'I' CIRCUIT

For a number of rcrsonsit is important to terminatethe incomingrlrivr:cablc,
whichinall probabilitvwill havern impedanceof75 ()..If the cablcrs tcrrrrirr.rrc,l
directly with a 75 !) r,:si-r,,r,the peaki.f. voltagefrdrri'rZW sourccwrll lx' ,,nly
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L7.5 V. As the intermediate amplifier will not normally run into grid current,
the incoming voltage can be stepped up with a wideband transformer, shown as
T1 in Fig. 11.1. The terminating resistorR,, connectedacrossthe secondary,
is a much higher value than 75 Cl, so the peak voltage made available for driving
the valve is increased.The amount by which the voltage can be stepped up is
limited-mainly by the input capacitanceof the valve in relation to the operating
frequency, but also by the transformer design.
Input capacitativereactancemust be ofthe order of l'7 times thevalueofthe
terminating resistorif the v.s,w.r. on the drive cable is not to exceedl'2 to L
If the resistor on the secondaryhas a value of 600 O, the upper frequency of

INTERSTAGECOUPLTNCMTH

ll]

A II CIRCUTT

t+7

trvo inductors Lrand Lt will be sufficientto cover frequenciesin the h.f. band
at rvhich the reactanceof thc input capacitancewould otherw'isebe less than
1000!i.

'

B ,o t s

Ftc. I 1.2 Partialtuning trf the input circuit.

Bi o s
Frc. 11,1

Input circuit using a wideband step-up transformer.

For interrnediate stages in linear amplitier chains, it is pref-erablc to avoitl thc
usc of r.f. fecdback as a means of improving linearitv, because the input level is
reduced bv the amount of feedbark emploved. Consequently, the available output
is also reduced bv the same amount. If an improvement in linearity is required,
the circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 3.1, Chapter 3, should beused.Thisisa
form ofenvelope f'eedback *hich does not reduce the drive level appreciablv.

operation is reached when the reactance of the valvc input capacitance is about

1000c).
For 600 O to be the correct termination on the transformer secondary from a
design of a
75 Q cable, the voltage step-up ratio is .\/(600175):2\/2.The
transformer with this ratio is not a problem at a throughput level of 2 W, and by
its use the availablepeak voltage at the grid is raised from 17'5 V to 50 V.
The valve usedfor intermediate amplifiers will be of a comparatively low power
rating and not large, so the input capacitanceis likely to be lessthan 50 pF, and
is often nearerto 20 pF. The reactanceof 50 pF at 3 MHz is 1060O, so the input
circuit arrangementof Fig. 11.1 will be suitable for the v.l.f., 1.f., and m.f. bands,
with a transformer having a step-up ratio of 2{2 znd a terminating resistor of
600 C) on the secondary.
In order to taLe advantageof a similar voltage step-up for frequencies above
3 MHz, considerationshould first be given to'selecting a type of valve which has
a low input capacitance,consistentwith other characteristics being satisfactory'
For a final-stage drive power (including loading) of up to 300 W, tetrode type
4CX250B (Eimac) is suitable, having an average input capacitanceof 16 pF.
The reactanceof 16 pF at l0 MHz is 1000O, so the input circuit of Fig. ll.1
will be satisfactoryup to 10 MHz when using a 4CX250B tetrode.
For frequenciesabove 10 MHz the valve input capacitancecould be tuned out
for each frequency used, but bearing in mind the operational need to change
freguency in the h.f. band, this is not a good solution. But, a partial tunii&
arrangementis quite practical,usingthe input circuit shown in Fig. I 1.2.Values
of inductanceare selectedby a switch, ^Sp,so that in combinationwith the r"alve
inputcapacitanceC1, each inductor will cover a r'angeof fretltrencicsat which
the reactanceis 1000O or more. In the majority of casesit rvill bc found that the

11.3 INTERSTAGE COUPLING IVITH A IT CIRCUIT
The mostsuitablemethodof interstagecouplingrvhendriving a final amplificr
in a grounded-cathodearrangementis a I/ circuit as shown in Fig. 11.3. It is
essentiallvsimple for tuning and loading and the final-stageinput caprcitancc
fornrs part of th6 shunt capacitance
of the I/ circuit, so it does not have to be
tuned out by a separatecontrol. This meansthat the value of the terminating
Finol
o m p l tr r e l

0rive
o m p l r if e r

Ll

Ca

C6

bros.

FIc. 11.3

.

I n t e r s t a g ec o u p l i n g w i t h a 1 / c i r c r r i t .

r e s l s t ( ) r/ ? l i s , l c t c r n r i n e r l o n l y b y t h e d r i v i n g v o l t a g c r t t l r r i r r . r l i r r r t l : r r r o r rl o t l r r
p o r v e r . r r ' : r i l ; r b lfcr o m t h e d r i v i n g a m p l i f i e r .
F o r l i n r l r r o p t ' r l t i o n w i t h o u t g r i d c u r r e n t , a p a r t f r o m c i r c r r i t k , s : , r ; ,l l r c r r ' : , r r t o r
R 1 p r o v i , l t s i r c o n s t : r n tl o a d o v e r t h e r v h o l e f r e q u e n c y r ; r n g ( ' t o l x : t o r t ' r r ' , 1 ,s , , t l r r
d r i v i n g : r r n p l i l i c r l o a d i n g c o n d i t i o n s a r e t h e s a m e f o r a l l f r c q r r c n ti c s .
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For linear operation with grid current, although the grid currenr ia not likely
to be high, the load it producesmust be only about one-(uarter of that produced
bythe loading resistor R,, otherwise_
peak flattening will occur with a consequent
reduction in linearity. The peak value of the grid current should be tept low,
otherwiseconsiderablepower will be required from the drive for qood linearitv.
Grid current is normal with class c operation and it is preferableto use sonie
automatic bias on the final stageas a means of regulating the drive voltage and
maintaining a constant load on the driving amplifier. under these circumsiances
the load resistor Rr is not necessary,although a resistorof high value is sometimes
Iitted as a further stabilizing device.
In all casesofthe final stage,takinggrid current, there is an advantagein using
a r/ circuit for interstagecoupling, when the final stageis in a grounde"d-cathod!
arrangement; the advantageis greater in linear amplifiers. Due to the phase
reversal in the 11 circuit, the driaen negative-goingvoltage on the driver anode
prodrrcesthe positive-goingdrivingvoltageon thegrid of the final stage.without
this phasereversal,such as would.be producedby direct capacitativ"e
coupling,
the driving porver would be obtained from the stored energy in thc resonarit
circuit. As such, the amount of peak flatteningwould dependon the e factor of
the tuned circuit and would give poor linearity with low Q f"cto.s.
I1.4
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the power in the anode-cathodecircuit is in series rvith the output power, and
appearsas tfuoughput in the output circuit.
Secondly,even at minimum setting of C, the capacitanceof the potentiometer
is addedto the output capacitanceofthe driving amplifier, reducing the frequency
to which the driving amplifier will tune. This is particularly the casewith amplification over a wide band of frequencies,where capacitorC2 must alwaysprovide
a low-impedance path to harmonic frequencies. In consequence,the value of
C, is governedby the value of C2 required at the low-frequency end of the band,
so C3 tends to be higher than the value required for the higher frequencies.This
effect can be reduced by making C, either variable or changedin stepsover the
frequency range.
Thirdly, in the circuit shown, the final amplifier valve is a tetrode, which gives
a high order of linear performancein a grounded-gridcircuit. In grounded-grid
circuits the first and secondpoints are equally applicableto triodcs rvhich also
givegood linearity,but the triodesdo not require a screensupply. So, it is rnorc
usualto emplovtriodesif the grounded-gridarrangementis used.
11.5 INTERSTACE COUPLING WITH A QUARTER-WAVE
I,iETWORK

INTERSTAGE CAPACITATIVE COUPLING

while capacitativecoupling is unsuitable for driving a grounded-cathode
stage' it gives the correct phase relationship for driving a grounded-grid stage
becausethe driving halfcycle is negativegoing. The circuit arrang.m.nfis shorin
in Fig' 11.4,whereshunt componentsr,c, tune the anodecircuit of the driving

Q U A R T E R - W A VNEE T W o R K

11]
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One of the main characteristicsof a line one-quarter of a wavelcngth long, is
thrt its impedance26:11(R1R2), where R, is:he effectiveresistanceat the
input,when the line is terminatedwithRr. ;\t rnvparticular frequencya netrvork
of lumped capacitanceand inductance elementsin a If circuit arrangementcan
behaveas a quarter-wave line, if the shunt and series componentsall have the
samereactance.The value of this reactanceis then the impedanceof thc quarterrvavenetwork of lumoed elements.

l ,
?IR,

l:-

?-rrl

t_

(o)

.
i-tT]
(b)

Ftc. 11.5 Two typesofquarter-wavenetwork,
y
suppl

Bi03

Frc. 11.4 Capacitativeinterstagecoupling.
amplifier, and the capacitor Cr, of capacitancepotentiometer C3C2, provides the
loading control. No additional loading resistoiis needed becausclhe main road
is provided by the anode-cathodecurrent in the cathode circuit. 'fhis load is
practically constant over the driving cycle and is usually much grcater than that
produced by the grid current. This means that peak flatteningis very small, so,
the circuit is very suitable for linear amplification.
There are a number of other points which should be noted in co.nection with
this arrangement. First, the driving power required is very much greater than
that needed for a grounded-cathode amplifieq but it is not all wasi"d bccause

Two such networksare shown in Fig. 11.5(a)and (6), whercrnT.r.
.= -jx - Zn.
In both casesthe network will look like R, at the input whcn tcrrninatcJby R,,
which may be of any value, i.e., 1/\:Zol.\/R2,
oi R, : Zo2lllt.lly rctlircirl.;
R2 to half value the input resistanceis increasedfrom R, to 211,.
Now considera requirementfor a constantvoltageat the output for a clrrrrgr.
.
tn^terminatingresistor R2 to half value. The power in R2 will incrcrst:lr.nr
V.2.1-Rrto
Vzli.sR2for the-lowervalueand the power at the input of rht: ncl*rrrk
will alsobe increasedby the sameratio. If Iq iithe current in ihc cllcerrvc inPrrt
JerstanccR1, the power at the inputwillbe.Iq2/R1for R2 on the outprrt.Il /,
ls
-tne Input current when thc output termination is 0.5Rr, thc porvcr rvill lrr
Ilzl2.Rb bccausuR, will havcincreased
to 2Rr. Butthe po*.,
inprrrrvill
"tih"
dso bc rwiccthc original
lxrwcr,so /0:/Rr : Zi rr lZR, *,t 1, : ./o.It ean & sccrr
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that irrespectiveof the value of the terminating resistor R2 a quarter-waoenetttorh
will protide a constantool.tageoutput flom a constaflt carrent input.
A constant voltageis dxactly that required for driving a linear amplifier when
the effective input resistancechangesover the driving cycle, such as occurs in a
grounded-cathodestagerunning into grid current.
Referenceto the characteristicsof any tetrode will show that for a given driving
voltage the anodecurrent is substantially constantover a very wide rangeof anode
voltage. In fact, this is so unless the anode voltage approachesthe sameas, or is
less than, the screen voltage. By using a quarter-wave network for interstage
coupling from a driving tetrode, peak flattening due to grid-current loading can
be virtually eliminated. It follows that this system is particularly suitable for
interstagecouplingin linear amplifier chains.

i
1

Ftc. 11.6 Practical arrangement t::#jil:"*"
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h.f. band. However, the effectiveQ factor of the network is unity, so the settings
are not critical, and automatic frequency changing benveenpr-e-selected
settings
is quite a practical proposition. Its use has been proveri w6en driving linear
amplifiers with output power up to 30 kW, with triodes in grounded-cathode
circuits, where the peak grid current was about one-third of the peak anode
current.
In order to obtain the correct values for pre-setting the circuits, the series
elementZ, must first be calibratedin terms of reactanceand frequency.This
can best be done by disconnectingit from the circuit at the points where it
connectsto the shunt circuits,and resonatingthe tvhole seriesarm rvith known
valuesof capacitance.
This is a once-onlyoperation,subsequentlythe inductor
is set either to loggedpositionsor to a calibrationchart.
With I sct for a particularfrequency,the bias is removedfrorn the final stage
(rvithout h.t. of course),thereby providing an effectiveshort acrossL2C2, so
that Z, is in shunt rvith I,C,. With a low-level signal into the drive amplifier,
circuit.Ll C, is resonatedwith 23, asindicatedby a naximumreadingon the peak
voltmeter,makingI, C, equalto -7.r. Then, with final-stagebiason and the signal
level belowthat requiredto give final-stagegrid current, circuitL2C2 is adjusted
to seriesresonatervith Zr, as indicated by d minimumreadingon the peakvoltmetcr. This meansthat LrC2 is also equal to -7:c. Once sct for a frequency,no
attempt should be madeto trim any of the componentarms on full porvcr.'l'hc
circuit propertiescan only be degradedby such action.

coupling with a quarter-wave

1
t

ll]

In giving considerationto a practical circuit arrangement,(a) or (6) in Fig. I 1.5
are equally effective, but there is a slight preference for (a) becauseof its better
attenuation to harmonic frequencies which may be produced in the driving
amplifier. This leadsto the practical configuration shown in Fig. 11.6.
The first point to consideris the impedanceof the network Zn from the driving
requirements of the final amplifier, to give its full output, and the operationalload
line of the drive amplifier to give the peak power of the final-stagedrive.
The efective input resistanceRn is taken as the peak grid voltage divided by
the peak grid current. The added resistor R, is to limit the change in load-line
resistanceof the drive causedby the changebetween zero and peak grid current.
Typically, Rr is about equal to Rn, although the value is quitc arbitrary and much
higher valuescan be usedeffectively.The value used for the terminating resistance
R2 is given by resistancesR3 and Ra in parallel.
The r.m.s. power required for the peak load is given by fZ2/2R1, which
enablesthe load line of the driving amplifier to be selectedfor peak linear output.
As linear amplification is being considered,the value R, is twice the valuc of the
slope resistancefor all practical purposei. Therefore the required Zs of the network
is given by V(Rr R) and the three arms of the network must be set to this
numerical value. Drive anodecircuit Z, Ct (including the valveoutput capacitance)
is set to equal -7i, I, is set to.J'r and I2C2 (including the final amplifier.input
capacitance)is set to 7.
The necessityto adjust three bqntrols for each frequency, combined with the
fact that unorthodox tuning piocedures make it unsuitable for automatic selftuning,.is the main reason why thisrrrangement is not used extensively in the

11.6 TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF QUARTER-WAVE NETWORK
CONDITIONS
Consider a final amplifier requiring a drive of 225 peak volts and 0.5 A peak
grid current, which give a value of +50 O (225/0.5)for Ra and an r.m.s. porver
of 56'25W. If a valueof 550O is usedfor Rr, then R2 will be 247.5Q, say250,
at full sigrlal level, and a total power of 100-W will be required from the drive
amplifier.
Tetrode type 4CX250B is capableof giving 100 W as a linear amplifier and
the linearity is good,so referenceshould be made to thc charactcristics
shownin
Fig. I 1.7 for this application.
With an h.t. voltageof 1400and a static fecd of 0.1 .,\, operatinqon loatl linc
A, to 0'5 A at 400 V, will give a ma.rimumoutput conditionof 100W, by thc
approimate method
( 0 . 5- 0 ' 1 ) x 1 0 0 0 :
1 0 0w
The sloperesistanceof the load fi.r"*i, ZSOO
O (1000/0.+),givirrgtlrc r.tlcrrr'c r.l.
load acrossthe input of the network Rt of 50001).'Ihc rctluirctl.2,,of thc rrttwork
is y'(R1 Rr): V(5000 x 250): 1118O, say 1100O. 'I'his is tlrr:r'ahrcto rvlriclr
theTi and -7i arms shouldbe set by the method dcscribcd,lirr cvcrv opcr:rlion:rl
frequency.
Now considerthe low-levelcondition when there is no qritl crrrrcnt irr thc lirral
amplifier.Resistance
Rn doesnot existand the total load ll, is givcrrlry tlrc i50 1)
o f R r . F r o m Z o : { ( R r R r ) , R , : Z o 2 l R t - 2 2 0 0 Q a n d r l r cs l , , p co l r l r c L , r r l
line changes
to 1100Q, shownas B on Fig. 11.7.Obviously,tllc r.rtrrsion rs rrot
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that given by the full extent of the load line, but it enables the ratio of anode
current changeto be obtainedby referenceto the 0'4 A curve. For the samegrid
voltage of -10 V, the anode current on line A is 0'4 A and on line B it is 0'41 A,
which is an increaseof7'So/o.
Via the quarter-wave network, this means that the regulation of the final
amplifier driving voltage is only 2'50/6from no grid current to peak grid current.
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A featureof h.f. transmittingequipmentfor useby amateurs,is the regulation
rvhich imposesa limit on the maximum porverthat may be used. This limit is
dcfinedas the maximum peakr.f. porvergiven by a d.s.b.amplitude modulated
(A3) rvith 150W d.c. into a final r.f' amplifieroperatingat 661/oelficiencv.
system
'
With a conversionefficiencyof 669; for a d.c. porverinput of 150W, the r.f.
feedercarrieroutput is 100!V andthe d.c. input is unaffectedby anodemodulation;
the increasedoutput porverbeing suppliedby the modulator.At l00ll modulation, the porverin eachof the two sidebandsis one-quaricrof the carrier porver,
rvhich is half the carrier amplitude per sideband.This power and amplitude
relationshipis shownin Fig. 12.1(a).It wili be seenthat rvith a carrier power of
100 W, eachhalf-amplitudesidebandis 25 W and the pcali amplitude is trvice
the carrier amplitude,which is 400 W p.e.p.
P e o ko m o l i t u d L
lwrcecorirer - >( p e o kp o w e r . 4 O OW )

Two tonc peok
omplitude
(power.4OOW
P.E-P)

--

Plotevoltoqe-volts
Frc. 11.7 Constant-current characteristicsof tetrode type 4CX250B (Eirnac).
fn order to obtain a regulation of 2'5o/" with other forms of interstage coupling
from a tetode driving stage, the shunt resistor would have to be so low that at
least 1 kW of total drive power would be required; an impossible consideration
to supply an acilal driver power of only 56'25 W r.m.s.
again to Fig.'11.7, the power outpirt from tbe driving amplifier ir
n#*ing
given with i grid excursion from -36V to -6 V, i.e;, 30 V' In the caseconsidered
is an exampli, with a 2 W drive available, the required 30 V grid swing canle
obtained with a transformer ratio of 1'75 to l,.terminated on the secondarywith
225 O. As the input capacitance of the 4CX250B is 16 pF (average), it! reactance
is 360 O at 28 *ffi2. With a shunt resistor of 225 Ct, it means ttrat the input circuit
shown in Fig. I l.l will be satisfactoryup to 28 MHz, without any shunt inductancc
neededfor higher valuesof shunt resistanceas shown in Fig. 11.2.

Corrierl

.-

E o c h s i d e b o n d- - omplitude holl
c o r r i e r ( p o w e r = 2 5W )

-

Eochlone
omplilude
(power.IOOW
ineschione )

U
C o rr i c f

(o)D.S.B.1007"
tone
nrduloiion (b)S.S.B.two
Frc. 12.1 Comparisonbetweenthe spectralcomponentsin d.s.b. and s.s.b.to
givethe samep.e.p.
Peakpower relationshipbetwemd.s.b.and s.s.b.
With an upper power limit in terms of p.e.p.,there is an obviousadvantagein
employing a system by which as much as possibleof the total power is used to
convey the intelligence, e.g. by using an s.s.b.system.
In a d.s.b.systemall the intelligenceis conveyedin eitherof the two sidebands,
eachofwhich is only one-sixteenthof the peak power, rrsshown in Fig. l2.l(a)
(25 W out of a total of 400 W). With an s.s.b.systenr,after d.s.b. modulationat
a low-power level the carrier and one sidebandare filtered out so that only one
sideband is radiated at a peak power equal to the total peak power. The pea&
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intelligencepower radiatedwith s.s.b.is sixteentimes that with d.s.b.(In order
to recover the intelligence, it must be remembered that the carrier must be reinsertedat the receiverat thetorrect frequency.)
To check the performance of s.s.b. systems, it is usual to apply two equal
amplitude tones to one sideband,so that the peak po*'er is reachedeverytime the
radio frequenciescorresponding to the tones are in phase,i.e,, at the diference
frequencyof the tones. With two-tone modulation applied, the power relationship
with s.s.b.is shown in Fig. 12.1(6)and comparedwith d.s.b.in Fig. 12.1(a).
The dynamic condition of the two systemsis shorvn in Fig, 12,2(a) and (D)
for the same p.e.p. as would be seen by displaying the r.f. waveforrns on an
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The formulae relate to single-valve operation and the follorving definitions
apply for Plnarrd PV*.
PIo:1hg anodecurrent excursionfrom zero to the peak current at peak
signal(the static feed at zero signallevel is ignoredby this approximation);
PVo: 11r,anodevoltageexcursionfrom the h.t. voltageto the anodevoltage
at peak anode current.
Taslr 12.1
Singlefrequcncy
/a, d.c.

Trvo-tonetest
)Dl
--a:

PIo
T

Power output, watts r.m.s
Power input, rvatts,d.c.
( o ) D .S . 8
I OO7omodulcrtion

PL,'1..PId

+
P1o.h.t.v.

PV.PI.

-8
)DI

-l

t.,

T.

(b) S.S.B.two tone
Anode dissipation,rvatts

Ftc. 72.2 Comparisonbetweend,s.b, and s.s,b. r.f. waveformsas seenon an
oscilloscope.

Conversion efficiency t'o
(d.c. to r.m.s. output)

oscilloscope.The trvo-tone method of checking is oniy a test condition, and in
practice the whole of the peak porver is availablefor the single-channeloperation
normally used.
Most amateurs started with very low power rvith such good results that a
p.e.p. of 400 W on s.s.b. seems unnecessarily high, and few use as much as
200 W p.e.p. Even at this level, the power is eight times the porver of 25 W in
one sidebandof a d.s.b. system which has a total p.e.p. of 400 W.
It might be argued that the rwo sidebands of d.s.b. system add up at the
receiver to give a higher signal strength, but this is not alwaysthe case.In propagation conditions, appropriate for selective fading, the path length travelled by
the two sidebandsis different, and the difference varies. The result is a relative
change of phase between the two sidebands at the receiver, so they add and
subtract in a random manner, causing fading of the signal. This cannot occur
with only one sideband, and accounts for the comparative absenceof this type
offading with s.s.b. operation, resulting in a more steadysignal strength.

PI'.r\
,, ,, o lt h .-t . v-. - T - t
.
.
\
2 5 ' r ' P Vo
h.t.v.

pr

/)l

t ,,

--All:'::'
*2

\ ,'

_'

' a l\

,)l'

t{

,

6 ' 2 5 ' z t ' P Vn
h.t.v.

First, note th$ the mean power to peaL power ratio is I to 2, The next step
is to obtain the required operating load line on the characteristicsof a particular
valve type by meansof the formulae. As an example, assumethat the required
output is 200 W p.e.p. On the two-tone test the mean po\yer output will be 100W
(50 W per frequency) and the valve will need to have an anode-dissipation
capability of about 100 W. A tetrode is the obvious choicebecauseof the lowpower drive required. Tetrode type QV08-100 (Nlullard) allows an anode
dissipationof 100W and the characteristics
are quite linear,as seenin Fig. 12.3.
In addition, it is an inexpensivevalve.
At pea.kanodecurrent in the region of 1'0-1'5 A, it is sccn that the char:rcteristicsare substantiallylinear down to Vnof 120 V, so with an h.t. voltagcof
800 V the PZn swing will be 680 V. Allowing 5 W for circuit losscsanrl any
departureof individual valvesfrom the rypical characteristics,
210 W p.c.p. rvill
be required and a mean power of 105 W.
.\.
Then PZ^ : PI^18: 105,and asPV^:680 V, P/A: 8 x l05i'680- l'.1.1.;
-fhus

Mean pwser and peah pozuo
The relationship berween mean and peak porver conditions on s.s.b. is givgn
in Table 12.1 for single frequency and the two-tone test condition for amplifiers
operating in class B. These assume sinusoidal waveforms and perfectly linear
valve characteristics,but they are sufficiently accuratefor practicalpurposesrvhen
used with valvessuitable for linear r.f. amplification.If greateraccuracyis required, referenceshould be made to the method dcscribcdin Chapter2.

/a-d.c.: ZPI^l*:0.25 A
Powerinput, d.c. :0.25 x 800:200 W
Power output, r.m.s. : 105W
Anode dissipation:95 W

irr
'i:l
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Even in the two-tone condition the anode dissipation is below the rated maximum of 100W and the output is 210 W p.e.p.
The static anodefeed is selicted to give good linearity, provided that the anode
dissipation is not exceeded.Typically, for a valve of this type it will be about
0.1 A, giving a zero-signal dissipation of 80 W. This meanl that the range of
d.c. input power is from 80 W with no signal, to 200 W on rwo-tone. With nolmal
speechthe averagemodulatiol
{epth is about 20-30o/o,so the aoeraged.c. input
will be of the order of 100-110W, with signalpeaksof 210 W p.e.p.
Q V O S -r O O
VEz'3OOV

ver=+4OV

l2l

crRcurr DTAGRAM
F o R A N R . F .A M P L T F T E R
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is the obvious choice (Fig, 12.4). It ensuresthat the feeder is correctly matched
at all frequenciesand provides sufficient damping on the input to give a very
stable operating condition without neutralizing. Note that all the drive power is
dissipatedin the terminating resistor.

'#..i
,i9I
ti'
:ai

I

'€i
+30v

:'i

+20v

:j'

+rov

ri

Ftc. 12.4 Input circuit arrangement
rvhenhigh-po*'erdrive is available.

OV
- t0v
- 20V
30v
-40 v
-50v
vo (kv)

Ftc. 12.3 Characteristicsof tetrode type QV08-100 with load line for 210 W
p.e.p.output.
Compare this with the d.c. input power for 400 p.e.p. output with a d.s.b.
system at 100o/omodulation. The a.f. power required to modulate the 150 W
e-plifier is 75 W, and the moduiator efF.ciencycan be taken as
input to the r.f.
the
d.c.
input to tlle modulator is 150 W, giving a total d.c. input of
!9/o.-Ihus
300 W for 400 W p.".p. ourput.
With an avenge modulation depth of 2O-30o/oon speech,the d.c. input to the
modulator is about 90-.100W (assuminga static feed of 0.1 A for t}le two modu- I
lator valves). The d.c. into the r.f. amplifiers remains the same,at 150 W, so the j
ryaCe total d.c. input is 240-250 W, for a peak power in each sidebandof only .

-ve 0ros

!

i{
;ri,,
!

:3'r'

If only a lorv-leveldrive is available,a voltagestep-up transformermust be
used,and this canbe eithera rvidebandarrangement
rvith a ferrite core,or separate
transformerswith tuned secondaries.In either case,the feedermust be terminated
by a high-valueresistor on the secondary,the actual value depending on the
step-up ratio. If a preferredvalue of resistoris used, say 6800 O, the required
transformerratio is 9.5 to 1; /(6800/75). Neglectingcircuit losses,this means
that the necessary
drive power will be only 0.17 W p.e.p.

12.2 TYPICAL CIRCUIT

DIAGRAiVI FOR AN R.F. ANIPLIFIER

FOR200W P.E.P.
A typical circuit arrangementfor a 200 W p.e.p. amplifier with a tetrode valve
is shown in Fig. 12.5. To cover the five amateur bands between 3.5 MHz and

2 sw .

Drioe powcr for s.s.b.olnration
Referring to the load line on the valve characteristicsshown in Fig. 12.3, the
bias is -50 V and a grid voltage of.-2 Y is needed ro give -Io of.t.ilS A at an
anode voltage of 120 V. The required grid srving is 48 V and there will be no grid
current, so the valve i8elf will require no drive power.
However, the 75 fl cable must be matched correctlv. and if terminated directly
with a 75 O rmistor a drive power of l5 W is requirei,
In caseswhere an amateur wishes to add an amplifier to increasethr output
power, terminating the feeder with a 75 O resistor directly acrossthe yalvc input

Hcotcr
supply
Ftc. 12.5

Typical circuit diagram for r.f. anrplilicr
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28'7 NlHz, the output circuit is srvitched in ranges, but separatetransformers
are used for eachband on the.input circuit.
The inpi

ciratit

It-is theoreticallypossibleto usea singleinput transformerwith tappingpoints
fglbol!
primary and secondary to cover the five ranges. Howevei, p"r"ctical
difficultiesarise in obtaining adequatemutual induct*c" b.t*..tt primary and
secondary to produce a good match on the incoming feeder. Furthermore,
separate transformers are an advantage if the available drive power differs
betweenaands,_e-nabling
individual terminating resistorsand different step-up
ratios to be used for each band.
wideband transformers are a special .ra.se,so considerationis limited to
indivi<lual band transformersrvith tuned secondaries,arthoughonlv one transformer is shown on the diagram, rvith a secondaryresistor of O.gKl.
The drive is fed into the primary I, of the step-uptransformerI,, the secondary
of rvhich,Ir, is tuned by the variablecapacitorC,.
The negativebias is fed to the grid via a low-reading grid-current milliammeter
and a 10 k{) resistoq which is to prevent the grid crrrent rising roo rapidly. Note
thatthere is no grid choke. Ifa choke were to be fitted at the high potential end rt
would ruin the feeder termination, and if fitted Iower down it rvould tend to cause
insta_bility. For full output the peak grid voltage approaches zero (typically
-2 V), so a reading on the rneter shows that this voltige is being
exieeded at
peaks, and gives an indication of the required peak drive for full power output.
Neutr albing and stabilizing arr angemcnts
The low-potential end of the transformer secondaryis connected to earth via
capacitor cr, which is in serieswith the input capacitanceofthe valve acrossthe
winding' This provides a point on the input circuit where the r.f. voltage is in
with the driving voltage, which is the correct phase for neutralizing
ltiplase
directly from the valve anode, via capacitor c1, Although the intererectrode
capacitance between anode and control grid is guite low with this valve type
(less than 0.9 pF), neutralizing is necessaryto reduce the positive feedback,which
is ruinous to linearity, even if not required to prevent self-oscillation at the
fundamental frequency.
If capacitor C2 rverethe variable element of the neutralizing path, it would have'
to be a very low-capacitancetype with a high voltage rating and would be guite.
tricky to adjust, becauseneither end is earthed.By making c3 the variable element
these objectionsare overcome,and the variable capacitoris much lessexpensiva. .r
_ The network consisting of choke CH, and resistor R, is an anti-ipurious'
device to preveat self-oscillation ar much higher frequencies. It is usually made
by winding two or three turns round a I W resistorbut insulated fromit. The
inductance of the choke must be quite lorv, otherwise the fundamental voltage
across the network rvill produce excessivedissipation in the resistor. It may be
necessarvto usea resistor of a higher dissipation rating to avoid excessiveheatirig
or even burn out. 'I'he optimum value of resistoris that which will give a netnior& ;
Q factor of unitv, i.e., the resistancebeing equal to the reactanceof the choke at'";
the most likely spurious frequency. In this arrangement the spurious frequency..;j
can be consideredas being in the region of 90 MHz.
.. ..i,,

'..

i{
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..-t;
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It should be noted that chokilCI1, has to carry the r.f. current through the
capacitanceof the valve, which is about 15 pF including
anode-screen-earth
strays. The reactanceof 15 pF at28'7 MHz is 370 Q. As the peak anrde voltage
is 680 V, the r.m.s. current through the choke will be about 0'75 A on the twotone test zt 28'7 MLIz, but lessat lorver frequencies.The choke also has to carry
the d.c. current of0.25 A under the sameconditions.
An important feature for the prevention of a spurious oscillation in the region
of 90 \IHz is the method of connecting the capacitor Ca, which is an r.f. by-pass
bet'weenscreengrid and cathode.The capacitancevalue is not critical, 0'002 gr.F
being typical, but the capacitormust be a low-inductance tlpe and the connecting
leads must be as short and wide as possible,in order to reduce the inductanceof
the by-passpath. In this type of oscillation the screenbehavesas an anode, hence
the importance of reducing the inductanceof the by-passpath.
An alternativeapproachis to mekeCa variableand to tune it to seriesresonance
with the lead inductanceat the spurious frequency, providing zero reactance
betweenscreenand cathode.Once set, this capacitorneed not be readjusted,
becausethis circuit is unaffectedbv srvitching betwecn the various frequency
bands.
The anode-outputcircuit
The anode-outputcircuit is a simple11 arrangement.CapacitorC. is the input
shunt arm for tuning, tappedinductor I, is the serieselementand capacitorCu
is the output shunt arm for controlling the valve loading. CapacitorCu consists
of three variable capacitorsin parallel gangedtogether, becausecoupling directly
from a I/ circuit into a feeder requires a very large capacitancefor 3'5 MHz.
Due to the large capacitanceofCu necessaryat the lower frequencies,it is preferable to use a 75 O output feeder, for which the actual value will be about nvothirds of that required fbr a 50 O t'eeder.
As in normal-anateuroperationthcre is only a single channe[,good linearity
is not required to avoid interchannel cross-talk. It is necessaryfor good quality,
and especiaily to reduce harmonic radiation. A single Z circuit does not give
adequate harmonic attenuation, hence the tuned harmonic filter in the output
feeder, if necessaryband-switched with the input and anode circuits. Particular
attention should be given to harmonics falling within television bands, because
T.V. interference is frequently-but often erroneously-attributed to arnateurs.
For this band it is not difficult to achieve an attenuation of about 70 dB with a
relatively simple filter.
The chokes C//2 and CHtin combination with capacitors C6 and Ce form a
fi.lter network to keeo the r.f. out of the anode d.c. meter and the h.t. feed line.
Capacitor C7 is a blocking capacitorto isolate the d.c. anode supply from the I/
circuit, enabling lower-voltage components to be used. However, it does mean
that choke CIl2 is diftcult to design, becausethe full r.f. voltage at the valve
anodeis applied acrossit at all operating frequencies.Consequently, considerable
care must be taken to avoid resonancewithin the choke, usually by using a choke
wound ih sections of different sizes. It should not be forgotten that blocking
capacitor C, has to carry the total r.f. cuirent into the If circuit. This will be of
the order of 5 A ..-... at 28 NIHz for a 200 W p...p, amplifier on thi t'wo-tone
test.
t2
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adjustment very critical, especially for the higher-frequency ranges,so an aircored transformer is used in the example shown below.
Considera designto coverthe frequcncybandsof 3.5-3.8MHz, 70-7.1 MHz,
14'0-14'4\1H2,2l'0-21.4 MHz and 28.G-28'7MHz, with a variablecapacitor
of 300 pF maximum and 30 pF minimum.
The input capacitanceof the tetrode type CV08-100 is 30 pF, so the maximum
capacitanceavailableis 330 pF to tune to the lowest frequency of 3.5 MHz. With
an allowance for tuning, consider a capacitanceof 300 pF for determining the
maximum inductanceof the transformersecondary.
For the highestfrequencyof 28'7 NIHz, the minimum possiblecapacitance
is
the sum of the capacitorminimum and the valve capacitance,
i.e., 30 + 30:60
pF. With allowancefor tuning, work out the inductance required for the smallest
secondary,on the basisof tuning with 70 pF.
Assumingthe secondaryis shuntcd by a resistorof 6.8 kQ, for the input to
match a 75 C)feeder,the transformerratio is V'(6800/75):9'5 to 1. As the turns
ratio betweensecondarvand primary is approximatelythe sameas the voltage
ratio, the primarv turns rvill be at about one-tenthof the sccondaryturns on all
rdnges.
Bearing in mind the previously mentioned feetures(a), (6) and (c), fbr this
examplcit is consideredthat a reasonablecornpromiseis given by rvinding the
lolvest-frequencytransformer on a 1'25 in. diameter former, rvith l8-gauge
tinned-copperwire at welve turns per inch. By referenceto Appendix V, or by
someother method,it rvill be found that the requiredmaximumgecondaryinductance of 6'9 pH is given by trventy turns, giving a basic transformer size of
approximately1 3 in. diameter,1'75 in. long. A similar former would be suitable
for the 7 MHz band,or tapping points on the 3'5 NIHz transformermay be used.
The next step is to rvork out the inductance required for the other frequency
bands, starting with the highest frequency.
The conditionsfor the lower- and upper-frequencylimiting bands are givcn
in Table 12.2,tegetherrvith the conditionsfor the intermediatebands,sclectetl
on the basis of a linear frequency/Q factor characteristic. For frequency bands
above 7 MHz it will be necessaryto use formers of smaller diameter, otherwisc
the primary rvill be a small fraction of one turn, and adequatemutual coupling
between primary and secondary will be impossible. For these transformers of
small diameter, referenceshould again be made to Appendlx V.

IZ.3 DESIGN OF THE INPUT CIRCUIT
;
Features of ttu input citctrit
The main problem in the designof the input ransformer is to obtain both the
correct voltage step-up ratio and a good match for the 75 fl incoming drive cable,
at each of the five frequency bands between 3.5 MHz and 28.7 MHz. In this
respect the relatively narrolil frequency range in each band is an advantage,
becauscit enablesa mid-band setting to be suitable for eachband.
Using the circuit shown in Fig. 12.5 the coupling betweenprimary and secondary must be very tight to obtain a resistive termination on the incoming feeder.
Here a ferrite core is an advantage,but quite a good match can be obtained with
an air-core transformer.
The square root of the primary-secondary resistance ratio determines the
required step-up voltage ratio, wbich is alsogiven approximately by the primarysecondaryturns ratio. The number of primary turns for any rangeis approximately
the number of secondaryturns divided by the square root of the resistanceratio,
but the optimum prirnary tuins must be determined experimentally.
In order to calibrate the transformers, the grid-current meter is connected
directly to earth instead of via the negativebias. This is a test condition by which
the valve itself and the grid-current meter behaveas a peak voltmeter, enabling
the circuit to be set up on all frequencies,with a signal generator at the input
instead of the drive. The only stipulation is that the signal generator has a 75 Q
outPut.
Note that the input capacitanceCy of the valve is in series with capacitor C,
(which is the lower end of the ueutralizing capacitancepotentiometer C2Cr)
across the secondary. As the value of C3 is likely to be at least twenty times the
input capacitanceCv, for practical purposesit can be consideredthat the valve
capacitanceis directly acrossthe secondary.
Iaprut transforma designand cabalatiotr
Numerous transforrner configu.rations can be considered, but there are certain
features which are applicable to all designs.
(a) The turns must be readily adjustable and tapping points may be required.
This means the use of bare wire and imposes a minimum limit on wire gauge
and spacing betvreeo turrur.
(D) The lead lengtfis from tle traosformer, iacluding the switches, should be
as short as possible. This indicates that the transformer must not be too large
cither in length or diameter, imposing an upper limit on wire gauge and turn
spacing.
(c) In order to limit the Eansformer size,it is an advantageto us€ a high-value
tuning capacitor. On tfie other hand, if the maximum capacitanceis high, the
minimum capaciance will also be high, so very low inducrance values will be
required for the high-frequency rangesand adjustrnent will be very critical.
(d) The whole input circuit must be well screened from the anode circuit
becausea tuned-grid tuned-anode arrangement is very prone to self-oscillation'
with very linle coupling between them.
The overall size of the transformer can be reduced by using a fcrritc core with
the winding direcdy on to the ferrite. However, this tends to male the primary
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Frequency band, MHz

3.5-3'8 28-28.7 7-1.t

Frequency for calculation, NIHz
Secondary,pF
Secondaryreactance,O
Q factor
pF
Variablecapacitance,
Seconilaryinductance,pcH
Secondaryturns
Primary rurns (approx.)

3.5
300
145
46.7
270
6.9
20
2'

28.7
70
80
85
40
0.44

14-14.+2l-21.+

7t42r
100
t62
114
140
60
48'6
70
t32
3.18
1.3
11
1 . 1 2 5-

80
9s
71.5
50
0.72
+
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the in?ut transformer to the feeder

This adjustment is made rvith the ai<i f a signal generator having a 75 o
output of about I V. A low-reading r.f. voltmeter will also be required if one is
not fitted to the instrument. Set the freqrr.nsy required, checkthe output voltage
into a 75 O resistor at the end of a 75 O cablejust long enough to connect (subsequently) into the socket for the drive input, call this voltage 2,. With the grid
circuit arrangcd for testing and the heater, but no other supplies,on, remove the
test resistor and connect the signal generatoroutput into the drive socket,leaving
the peak voltmeler connected.
Tune the secondary to a maximum indication on the grid-current meter. If
the transformer is correctly matched from the 6.8 kCl secondaryto75 C) primary,
the input voltage Z, will be the sameas with the test resistor,and the grid-current
meter will read about 0.95 mA (0.95 mA in 10 kO:9.5 V). If voltage Z, is
higher or lower than that when feeding tl-retest resistor, the primary for that
frequency band must be adjusted in steps until the correct impedancematch is
obtained.Tapping points might be r.rsed
with advantage.
On completion of the matching process,it is obviously nccessaryto remove
the earth connectionfrom the grid mcter and restorethe bias circuit to normal.
i
12.+ DESIGN OF THE ANODE-OUTP{YT CIRCUIT
Description oJ the II ncmo*

:
The II network shown in Fig. 12.5 is a very convenient arrangemenr for
coupling the valve output to the feeder. The wo variable capacitorsC, aad Co
control the tuning and coupling, respectively,and band changingis provided by
switching taps on inductor 13. A simplified version of this circuit is shown in
Fig. 12.6. By means of the network, the feeder impedanceR" is converted to a

L3

ico

c6

(
)

Frc. 12.6 BasicIf circuit for anode-outputcoupling.
non-reactive load R1 acrossthe valve, the value of which is selectedto give the
required operating conditions on the valve. The feeder impedanceneed not be
purely resistive, the circuit will give a non-reacdve load on the valve with a
complex feeder impedance,but a v.s.w.r. limit is usually imposedof about 2 t9 l.
It is important to note that the value of R1 is zot the resistanceof the valve
load line, but is derived from the output power and the peakr.f. voltageexcursion
(Rt: pyz1, W). In the caseof a single valve operating in classB, R1 is alnast
edutll twhe tfu load-Arc redstance.
A more detailed explanation of the function of thc If circuit is given in Fig.
12.7, with appropriate formulae in terms of capacitativeand inductive reactance.

lZ)
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and inductancemust be calculated
Obviously,the actualvaluesof capacitance
for the operating frequency. Working back from the feeder, shunt components
R" and Cu are converted to their equivalent serics components rland Cr. An
inductor, I32, having a reactanceof the same numerical value as the reactance
of Cr is connectedin seriesrvith r2 and Cr, leaving 12only. The next step is to
provide a series inductor and shunt capacitorsof appropriate reactancesto
R, acrossthe valve,ofthe corrcctresistance
convertresistorr, to a pure resistance
value.The ratio R,/r, is the starting-pointfrom which the reactanceofthe series
inductor 231can be calculatcd.Seriescomponentsr' and L11ale then converted
to their equivalentshunt componentsR1 and Io. Finally, shunt capacit()rC5
is added, the reactanceof which is numerically equal to the reactanceof.Lo,

jo*
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of theI/cir:uit.
Frc. I2.7 Breakdorvn
thereby iuning out the reactanceand leaving the resistiveload Rt on the valve
anode.
Two points a{€ worth noting rvhile consideringthe breakdown of thelf circuit.
First, the division of inductor l, into two sections231 and L32is a devicefor
calculatioo only. In practice, the point of division is determined by the values
of C5 and Cu.
Second, at this division point the circuit is purely resistive of value 12. This
meansthat the secondpart of the network, including the feeder impedance,looks
like the pure resistance12. Consequently the r.f. current in this resistor is the
sameiul the current in the secondpart of the inductor, so it is the sameas in the
whole inductor, Also, the output power effectively appears in this resistor, so
it is a simple matter to determine the r.f. current in the series inductor. For
example,if the value of 12is calculatedto be 4 O and the mean power output ig
100W, the current iq the seriesinductor 15 is 5 A r.m.s. (/ - V(100/4) : y'25 5). Thfu meansthat the gaugeof wire used for the inductor must be sulficicntly
large to carry this current without excessiveloss and consequcnt overhcating.
For 5 A r.m.s. at 28MHz it would be advisableto use tinned-coppcrrvire of not
Iessthan 10 gauge(0.125in. diameterapprox.).
Typital dcsignfor an amplifn gitring 200 IV p.e.p.
In Section12.1it wasshownthat tetrodetype QV08-100 is suitul)lcfor trsc.tt
a linear ampliticr rvith an output power of 210 W p.e.p.

.!
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From the characteristicsgiven in Fig. 12.3 at a screen voltage of 300 V and a
d.c. anodesupply of 800 V, the selectedload line operatedfrom 0.1 A at 800 V
to 1.235 A at 120 V. Thus thc anode voltage swing was 680 V and the load-line
resistance 600 O (680/1.135). However, the effective r.f. load resistor R, is
obtained f191
1hepower output of 210 W and the peak anode voltage excursLn,
i.e., R, : 680212(210
W): 1100O.
Having determined R,, the next step is to work out the component values for
the highest-freqrrencyband, in conjunction with the probable values required
for the lowest-frequency band. It is necessaryto consider the two extreme
'frequencies
together, becauseof the conflicting requirements. At the lowest
frequency the output capacitanceC6 (Fig. 12.5) has not only to cover the value
required by a resistivefeeder,but alsothat due to an inductive type of mismatch;
hence a large value is required, and in consequenceC, must also be relatively
large. If C, maximum is large,its minimum will be greaterthan it would be if
its maximum value were lower. As the frequency range to be coveredis 8.2 to 1,
a capacitancevalueof 300 pF maximum for C, is a reasonablecompromise.
Example oJdeterminationof component
talues .,
By using the formulaegivenin Fig. 12.7,coi.,ponentvaluesfor e 210 \\' p.e.p.
amplifier covering the five amateurbands frori 3.5 MHz to 28.7 MHz are shown
in Table l2.3.The basicinformationin the calculationsis given below.
(1) The valve consideredivastetrode tvpe QV08-100,with the dynamic load
line as drawn on Fig. 12.3,giving an effecriver.f. resistanceR1 of 1100O.
(Z) The valve output capacitanceis normally 13 pF, but allowing for strays
on the anode circuit, the minimum was consideredto be 25 pF.
(3) The variabletuning capacitorhad a rangeof 3G-J00pF, so the minimum
capacitancetotal was 55 pF. With some allowance for tuning, 70 pF rvas considered to be the resonantcaoacitanceat 28.7 MHz.
(4) With the same variabli capacitor,the maximum possibletotal capacitance
was 325 pF, so 300 pF was taken as that required for resonanceat 3.5 MHz.
(5) Having determinedthe limiting conditionsfor the two extremefrequencies,
the values selected for the intermediate bands waa on the basis of a iinear Q
factor/frequency characteristic.
In Table 12.3 it will be noted that the r.f. current in the Z circuit inductor has
been calculated in order to determine the siz( of wire with which to wind the
solenoid. Although tinned-copper wire has a high r.f. resistancecompared \rith
bare copper, at the current valuesindicated 0.125 in. o.d. tinned copp-r wire can
be used without undue temoeraturerisc.
. .* .
The turns shown are basedon an inductor of 2'5 in. diameter, wound witb
0'125 in. tinned-copper wire at four turns per inch. Preferably, the inductor
former should be of the skeleton type, in order to simplify the apping point
arrangement and to provide better cooling.
It should be pointed out that the v.s.w.r. of 2 to I was sclectedto show its ef;ect
on the value of the output capacitor,particularly at lower frequencies.If such a
condition should arise in practice, it would be far more atlvantagcousto improve
the feeder rnatch.
li
.rravrng
Having calculat€d
calculatedure
the component values,
it tsJust
values,rt
is just as
as tmportant
important to
to confirm
confirm that
that :'
they are realized in the amplifierl A very useful method is to obtain a capacitance

calibration for one of the variable qrpacitors, such as that uscd lirr tuning the If
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"f le'tn 12.3
Frequencyband, MHz

3'5-3'8

Frequency for calcula3.5
tion, MHz
I/ input capacitance
(tuning),pF
300
Effective seriesresis20.2
tance,12,O
8.25
Seriesinductance,pH
r/ outPut capacitance
(loading)pF, for
1000
Rr:75 O
Rangeof output capacitancefor 2: I
v.s.w.r,,pF
530-1+70

Currentin inductorat
100W r.m.s.(200W.
p.e.p.)amps,r.m.s.
+,125
Inductorrurns(approx.) 17

28-28'7

7-:7.1

t+14.4

28'7

7.0

14.0

21.0

134.5

82.5

70
s.86
0.5s

t7t
16.0

r0 . 9

J' ttJ

r.Jo

+16

21-21.+

7.6
0.36

25s

583

19E-i12

350-816 300-532 22+373

L'LJ

2.25

2.5
8.553

3'03

300

3'63

circuit. With the aid of a grid dip oscillator this enablesthe inductors to be sct
to the required values and the valve output capacitanceto be measuredrz si/u,
etc., when settingup the circuit. Furthermore,it provides a mcansof checkinq
that the tuning and loading conditions calculatedare achicved in practice.
The method of setting the tapping points on the Z inductor is indicatcd by
Fig. 12.8.The obtput-loadingcapacitoris short circuited and the inductor taps

coPoc[lor

Frc. 12,8

Method of calibratins inductor frrr I/ t rr, rrrt.

a r c a t l j u s t c d t o g i v e t h e r e q u i r e d v a l u e s t o r e s o n a t e w i t h t h t ' k n o r r r r r ; r p l t r t . r r r r,
o f t l l : t u n i n g c a p a c i t o r . R e s o n a n c ei s i n d i c a t e d i n t h c g r i t l r i i p r r r rr l l . r t r r r .' l ' l r r r
r n c t l x r r l c n a b h s a l l t h c s t r a y s t o b e t a k e n i n t o a c c o u n t w l l ( . n s ( . l l r n Xt l r r . l r 1 ' p r r r ; g
p o r n t s , w i t l r ( ) u t t h c a r n p l i f i e rb e i n g s w i t c h e d o n .
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12.5 SEND-RECEIVE SWITCHING
A featureo[ amateuroperaiionis thc needfor a quick changeoverbet* eensend
and receive.Normally this is accomplishedby meansof two relays,one of which
changesthe antennabetweentransmitter and receiver,while the other disconnects
the transmitter screen supply when receiving. Even with the screen supply
removed,the white noise(widebandthermal noise)producedby the transminer
valve and input circuits is relatively high comparedwith the receivedsignal level.
Also, the attenuation of the antenna changeoverrelay is not infinite, so some of

Solid-StateAmplifiers

I3.I
suPpty

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE ART

The progressin solid'state devicescontinues unabated,but at the present
time their applicationto r.f. porveramplificationis limited to lorv-po*'erlevcls.
of solid-statedevicesissueapplication
In parallelrvith this progress,manufacturers
reportsat the earliestpossibleopportunity,in order to keepprospectivecustomers
it is consideredthat a comprehenup to datervith their products.In conscquence,
sive reviervof low-porversolid-stateamplifiers would not only be superfluous,
but most probably out of date by the time this book is published.Therefore,
considerationis restrictedto certainsimilarities and differencesbetweentransistors
and valveswhen usedas r.f. power amplifiers.
Transistors are lorv-impedancedeviceswith characteristicsrvhich make them
particularly suitable for on-off applications. As such, thev arc more appropriate
for non-linear amplifiers. Another characteristic feature of transistors is their
susceptibiliry to temperature changes, tne performance failing with rising
temperature. This is a further point in favour of non-linear amplification rvith
transistors,which is more efficient than linear amplification, so the power dissipated within the transistor is lessfor the samepower output, and the temperature
rise is less.
It follows thtt as solid-state devices rvith higher-power rating become available-which undoubtedly they will-the increase in r.f. power output from
transistor amplifiers will be most rapid in applications requiring non-linear
amplification. It alsofollows that there is every incentive towards high conversion
efficiency if the maximum possible output is to be obtained. For example, a
transistor having a dissipation rating of l0 W will give an r.f. output of'$ W at
in power
80o/oefficiency,but 90 W at 90fi efficiency,which is an rzcreaseof 725D/o
output for an efficiencyimprovement of only 10o/o.
While considering internal dissipation, transistors have a definite advantage
over valves in that no heater supply is required. This will be even more advantageousfor transistorshaving a higher power rating.

|/

rt
I

Frc. 12.9 Send-receiveswitchingrvith relaysin the receiveposit.ion.
the transmitter noise appearson the antennain the receiveposition. The result
is a backgroundof'mush' on the receivedsignal,which is often attributed to
atmospherics picked up by the antenna
This breakthrough of transmitter noise into the antennacan be attenuated to a
negligible level by using a back contact on the screen supply relay, to earth rhe
screen during reception, as shown in Fig. 12,9. It has been found in practice that
the earthed screen produces a remarkable reduction in background ,mush',
enabling very low-level signals to be receivedwith clarit_v,

13.2 NOTES ON NOr\-LiNEAR

TRANSISTOR ANIPLIFIERS

Conon_sionefuitncy

I

Operation ofthe active devicein classC is the most usual configuration for nonlinear amplifiers, giving a reasonably high conVersion efficiency. The basic
circuit for a clals C transistoramplifier is shown in Fig. 13.1,in whichJ./circuits

F
rfts

t,
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are used for input and output because of the low impedances involved. With
silicon transistorc, an external bias is not normally required becausebias is
provided automaticallyby the internal voltagetr/'".
With this simple circuit, a transistor amplifier is not conducive to high cuversion efhciency. In order to use the transistor type efficiently, the cut-off

13]
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This arrangementdiffers from the high-efrciency vaive amplifier, in that pulse
broadeningof the input waveform is not necessary(for an explanationof the
function of the third harmonic circuit as a meansof irnproving efliciency,refer
to Chapter3, Section3.5).

J--a

----l'.

*

ll"'
Frc. 13.3

t

I

F.

I

it'
I

Circuit for high-efficienc-voperution.

Frc. 13.1 Basiccircuit for transistoramplifier,classC.
frequencyF' rvill not usually be much higher than the opercringfrequencyF,,
and the effectcannotbe neglected.The efiectis a delay betrveenthe drive waveform Z6 and the output waveform I/.(1), asshorvnin Fig. 13.2.

With transistor amplitiers, as the frequency increases the need for the third
harmonic resonator diminishes. -\s a result of the low rvorking impedunce, stray
s e r i e s i n d u c t a n c e ( l c a d l e n g t h ) a n d r e l : r t i v e l y s m r l l c o l l c c t o r c a p a c i t a n c e( F i g .
13.*), the collector rvavcform produced is as shorvn by I''"(3), Fig. 13.2. This
rvaveform has the flat trough necess:rryfor high conversion elficiencv. The pcak
overswing does not appear to liavc a detrimental effect on thc transistor, evcn
rvhen the non:inal breakdorvn voltage is exceeded, providcd that the operating
Leod Inductonce

Frc. 13.4

Ftc. 13.2 Input and ouqrut waveformi of transistor ampliiers.
lYhen transistors are driven to saturation, another dfficulty arises due to the
storage.chargecausing a spread in the length ofthe current pulses,as shown by
/"1. It is obvious that current flowing oolither side of the'voltage trough wiil
qruse poor effi.ciency.
fn order to improve the conversion efficiency, consider the application of thc
ptinciple used by Tyler [1] for high-efficiency valve amplifiers (class D), as
shown in Fig. 13.3.It is seenthat the output contains an additionar circuit which
is resonant at the third harmonic of the fundanental freouencv. when tuned
correctly the collector waveform will be shown by V"(Z),-fig. it.Z, giving an
obvious improvement in effi.ciencycompared with the class C waveform Z"(1).

Effective output circuit at higher frequencies.

frequency is high. The result is that many transistors designed for high-frcqucncy
operation can produce more output porver with safefy when operating at highcr
frequencies. This appears contrary to straightforrvard reasoning, and lccottnts
for conversion efficiencies higher than expected from class C operation.
Other circuits have been devised for obtaining conversion eflicicncics r. hit:h
approach 100or/o,
based on rectangular waveforms produced by srvitching transistors on and off. Practical difficulties do arise with such arrangcmcnts, not thc lcast
being the correct timing for switching on and off, but it is consi<lcretl that this
line of attack will be used as a means of obtaining higher r.f. powcr from nottlineer transistor amplifiers
P ar asitic o scillat ions
Transistor amplificrs are subject to a type of parasitic oscillation Ilot rrorrturllv
Present in valve amplificrs. These lre parametric oscillations tlttc to tltt'ttrrtr.
linear charactcristic of the collector-base capacitance. Considcr lltc lrctqttctttv
spectrum shorvn in Irig. 13.5, in which the fundamental operatirrgItt:tlttt'tttv ts
I,. If the collector-basc capacitance is sulficiently non-linear, with hrglr';rrnplrttrtlc
signals, an output will bc produced parametrically at two othcr lrcrlttctttics
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+ f,), il the.presence-of
a)
power
at
the
frequency
F,. The ratio
!{'_powers
""gj{t
ot
will be proportionar to the frequency ratio. If
*. o",p.ii .ir."ir-i,
tuned to acceptthe difference frequency (F, _ f,),
then the i"prti.rp"a"r".
i,

Frc. 13.5

spectrum showing lo_w-frequency parametric
oscillation due to nonlinear collector-base capacitance.

negative.at frequencyF" and parasitic oscilration
rvill be present,rvithout the
application of power at frequency F*, if the
circuit is not damped sufficiently rt
this lorv frequencv,17,.

Frc' 13'6 Practicarcircuit for producing spurious parametric
oscillation.
consider the practicarcircuit shown inTig. r3.6,
where the h.t. suppry is fed
via the cho&ez and the ou-tpur is coupred tothe feeder via capacitor c.. If the
choke 2"" and capacitor c" are not .irm.i."rry
r-g., and the resultant circuit
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13.3 LINEAR AIVIPLIFICATION WITH T&{NSISTORS
Transistor lircarity comparedwith xalxes
Transistors are often considered to be suspect for linear amplification
and
inferior to.valves,mainly due to comparisons
biing madeon a non-realisticbasis
partlcutartyregardingpower level.
low-powerstagesof lineartransmitters,linearity is the overridingcon_
, ,fot_!n"
srderatlon
and conversionefficiencyis unimportant. consequently, it is-quite
normal to use valves in class A with a rated dissipation of about ?fu for
a'few
milliwattsoutput.Yet when transistorsareuseclfoia similar application,the same
order of.linearity is expectedfronr modershaving a.lissipation simiiar
to the
A--9.9 practical comparisoncan be made 6y
nonJineariry factor
9u1p]it.
"sing "
(n.l.f.), which is definedas the ratio-ofamplifier dissipatiJn
ro p.e.p.ou,iut, io,
a given distortion level in terms of intermodulatior products (i.i.'s). bn'this
basis the.follorving_typicalexamplesho*s that transistors."tt'b" .up".io.
to
valvesas linear amplifiers.
Considera requirementfor ? \\: p.e.p. output from 2 XIHz to 30 lIHz with
.
i.p.'s of -50 dB, from valvesand transisiorsof suitableratine.
Valve n.l.f.:30, excludingheaterporver.
Valve n.l.f. :40, including heaterpower.
Transistor n.l.f. :25.
-Another point is that no useful purposeis rchievec by comparing the theoretical
r.f. Iinearity of valveshaving a 3/2 power law rvith th"t of it"n.iito., h"uing
exponentiallaw, becausevalvesare voltagedriven, whereastransistor. ar. .uriarrt
"r,
driven.
N on-lineaity in tr ansistors
one of the most important factorscontributing to nonJinearitv in transistorsis
,
the variation of -cut-ofi frequency F, in relation to the v"!i" characteristics.
Before discussinf this furthei, it might be advisableto
term cut-ofi
frequency. The gain of a transistor ii given by the ratio"*pl"irrih"
oi the collector current

-6
o

I

FrequencyFrc' 13'7 spectrum of frequenciesproduced
by the circuit shown in Fig, 13.6.
not sufficiently lossyat both row r.f. and audio frequencies,
parametric oscilrations
will be producedon either sideof the tu"d;.;i;;;quency,F,,.
The -'-agv"vr
frequenw
spectrum producedby this type ofoscilration
is shown in ril. rI.z-.-'-

F,

Fr

Frc, 13.8 Gainifrequencyresponsefor constant2".
/" to
$re basecurrent 1o,and is calledp (p: I"l\). With transistors rhe current
gain decreaseswith rising frequencyin the form oi the curve shown in Fig. r3.g.
The fre-quencyat which_the current gain falls to uniw (1":10) is knowrias the
cut-off frequency, F..
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It should be noted that over an appreciablefrequency range, the gain drops
B
linearly with frequency increase.If this straight portion is c"ontinue?,trie uni'a,
gain condition is reachedat a frequencyF1, whichis somewhatlower infrequency
than F1.
Frequency F, is often usedby designengineersinsteadof Fr, becauseit enables
.
the gain at frequencies along the striight portion to be estimated more readily.
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ClacsB trotsistor anplifiers

It is quite practicalto operatelinear r.f. amplifiers with a single valve in classB.
This is possible becauseof the high resistanceof the load line, particularly with
tetrodes, enabling circuits of high Q factor to be used to supply energy during
the un-driven half-cycles.
On the other hand, transistors have very lorv-resistanceload lines, typically
3 Q for a 75 W transistor, so circuits of high Q factor are completely impractical.
For linear r.f. amplifiers, transistors in class B must be operated in push-pull
pairs in a similar manner to classB valvesin a.f. amplifiers.
In order to obtain good linearity with classB amplifiers in push-pull and lorv Q
factor circuits, it is important that the bias is set accurately,If the bias is too high,
cross-overdistortionwill result; whereasif it is too low, the cross-overdistortion
will occur to a lesserextent,but excessivedissipationis highly probable.

T.

Vq.-A

WITII

in voltage and current excusions at higher frequencies, with a consequent
increasein distortion. The changein optimum load line is also shown.

I
1 5 0 0M H :

Tronsisior

LINEAR AMPLIFICATION

fronsislor g

Secondarybreahdmon

Flc. 13.9 Typical contoursof cut-offfrequencyF1 relativeto vortage2", for trvo
transistors.

Maintaining the bias correctly under operating conditions presents quite a
problem, becausethe required bias point changeswith temperature,which in
turn changeswith operating power level, In fact, the static feed increaseslvith
rising temperature for a lixed-bias voltage, so the dissipation increasesaod the
transistor can be destroyedby secondary breakdown. This is the term applied
to an effect which causessilicon transistors to break down under d.c. conditions,
at a dissipation level much lower than that which can be safely maintained under

The variation of cut-off frequency in relation to the v.lI" characteristicsfor
two different transistors is shown in Fig. 13.9,with typical io".l li.r.. added. It is
clear that the gain of an amplifier varies rvith cur.ent and voltage swing, thus
giving rise to distortion. The
9fiect is more pronounced at hi;her oplrating
frequencies, so for linear amplification it is necessaryto use traisistors having
cut-off frequencies very much higher than the required operating frequency.
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Ftc. 13'10 Effect ofincreasing frequencyoo transistor
d/If, characteristics.
For ttris reason transistors having the characteristicssimilar to B in Fig. 13.9
are preferred to those with A characteristics.
Another way of showing this effect is given in Fig. 13-10, in which the solid '
._
line characteristicsare at d.c. as given in ihe publishid data sheets.However, as
the frequency increases,the efieit of the cut-off frequency, i.e., g"in reduction,
causesthe characterlsticsto tilt, asshown in broken lines. The result is a reduction
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Frc.13.11 Forward-biased

diode for bias compensation.
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r.f. conditions, A practical example will show the serious nature of this efrect.
Consider tiat a transistor, having a rated secondarybreakdown at 8 W, is biased
to dissipate5 W with no r.f. signal. On application of r.f. the dissipation rises to
20 W and the silicon will get hot, but tie transistor does not break down. On
removal of the r.f. signal, the bias point will have changedand a d.c. dissipation
of 10 W is likely. This is abovethe rated d.c. dissipation, so the transistor will be
destroyed by secondary brea&down.
The simplest method of bias compensationis to use a forward-biased diodc
which is held at the sametemperatlue as the transistor, and connectedas shown
in Fig. 13.11.The diode Dr should be mounted adjacentto the transistor VTlon
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the same heat sink, so that the t'vo silicon chips are at approximately the sa-me
temperature and have the sametemperature characteristiC.This mettrod is more
satisfactoryif the diode and transistor are both on the samesilicon chip.
An alternative method of compensationis to use a consta[t-current bias source
together with a diode-connectedtransistor, by some arrangement such as shorvn
in Fig. 13.12. This is more satisfactoryfor higher powir. Some new power
transistors havea diode incorporated on the samechip, but of a very small iating
so tiat a d.c. amplifier must be incorporated.
*ve bios
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it is po.ssibleto obtain a substantially
voltage and current fee<Jbackin parallel'
range of frequencies' even though the
wide
a
over
imPedance
outPut
."".,i*
'
feedback level changes (Fig. 13'13)'

Wifu band cir cuit arr angement
transistor amplifier is shown
A basiccircuit arrangementfor a clrss B rvideband
a bias supply arranged.to
incorporates
this
that
seen
be
in Fie. 13.14. It rvill
in bias point with iising temPerature'together rvith
ri.'.t
::;;".^;
""*.t feedbact' This arrangement is quite satisfactorv as a
;nJ l"ti.n,
;;li';il;;"
component
from 2 NIHz to 30 lIHz, with a suitable choiceof
fi".*
it is preferableto
cascade'
"-piin"r
in
stages
such
trvo
by
is
required
gain
.,ul,.r"..If'-ore

Ftc. 13.12 Constant-current method of bias compensarron.

Linear widebandr.f. amplifer,2-30 MHz
Becausetransistors are low-impedance devices,they are more appropriate to
rvideband amplification than they are to narrow band tuned arianeements.
However, in considering a bandwidth of several octaves, such as Z-I"O UHz,
some gain/frequency compensation must be applied to give a substantiaily flai
frequency response,becauseof the change in gain (p)-of transistors over the

I

zo

Feedbock level
FIc. 13.13 Changein input impedanccwith increasingfeedbacklevel,
oPerating frequency band. compensation can best be obtained with feedback,becausefeedback also improves linearity. Feedbackarso changesthe impedance '
of transistors, thercby providing mismatch, with consequent degradation of
linearity. It so happens that with increasing feedback revel, voltige feedback
increasesthe output impedance, but curreni feedback rerluces it. iy applying

widebandclassB r'f' amplifier'
Flc. 13.14 Single-siage
directly into the secondavoidthe useof a feederby usingtransformermatching
inPut.
stage
impedanceof quite short le-ads
iViatrit. very low impedanceof transistors'the
rvith the lowestpossible
designed
be
must
transformers
and
can be troublesome
it becomesincreasingly
raised
is
level
power
Even so, as the
iJ"g"-i"a""ance.
tightly together'
sufficiently
B
stage
class
of
tire
.id".
rwo
the
couple
to
-ftigtt..
iim"if,
to ovcrcomcthc
partial
tuning
to
revert
to
pooi... it may be necessary
i",
Expcribandrvidth'
the
reduce
,ia"-to'-ria. coupling problem, and efiectively
in terms rrf i'p.'s
linearity
improvement-in
an
that
hu" L..,ifo,-,rrd
.."Jr/ia
This is due to canccllati'rn'
can be obtained with amplifiersslightly mistuned'
suitable mcthod to usc for a
a
is
not
It
Gveis'
tig""l
and is not consistent
"t "il
production equiPrrrent'
REFERENCE
lltr" 7l
'A
new tugh-efficiencyhigh-power amplifier'' Murconi
tll Tll-ER, V. J.
3rd quarter(1958).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Appendix I
A Graphical Method of Harmonic
Analvsis

harmonic. Poins 0-11 are marked on the waveform at 30o intervals: 0 at 0o.
1 at 30", 2at6A', etc. On a separatestrip of paper,alsoshown in Fig. AI.1, the
amplitude of points G-l1 are marked with respectto zero level. In .ractice, the
paperstrip is movedalongin 30osteps,to obtain the bestaccuracy.
This marked strip is used to plot curves A, B and C in shown Fig. AI.2 and
described later, of the constituent components of the waveform, by algebraic
subtractionand addition of the amplitudesof the various ooints in accordance
with Table AI.1.
Anplriud. olcu.v. A
: 2 (fud +3rd+5ih+7ih

+l Iih........1

ArDlilude ol curve D
' 2 .fund+5th +7th+l
I t h . . . . . . . .). .

If often happens that a quick harmonic rnalysis is required in circumstances
where speed is more important than a high order of accuracy. The following
method is a ready means of determining the amplitude and phaserelationships
in a complex rvaveform,provided that the levelsof the fifth and higher orders are
relatively low. The accuracy obtainable dependsupon the plotting accuracyand
the relative levels of harmonics and fundamental, with higher harmonic levels
giving a greateraccuracy.
Before proceedingwitl the description however, it should be mentioned that
the method is not new [1]. It was devised by J. Harison many yearsago and has
since appeareCin severaltextbooks, one of which is Castle's Maaunl of Practical
Mathtmatics, published as iong ago as 1920.However, a recent sampling (admittedly a small one) ta-kenamong young enginebrsand students seemsto indicate
that it has fallen into disuse-indeed, it was quite unknown to them.

Anp,tude olcurve C
.6(j.d+9rh+15th

)

Ampl,lude ol curv€ ts
=4 (2nd +6th+t0th.
. . .)

Fundomenlo I
2 nd hormmrc
3rd hormonrc

*' ,o
$ . r , ; c- a o a o
t=r,ie-zodb

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
Perhapsthe simplest way of describing the processof waveform analysis by
this method is by practical illustration. Figure AI.1 is a plot of a complex waveform, tie main constituents being ftndamental, second harmonic and third

Frc. AI.2 The constituentcomponentsof Fig. AI.1 waveformplotted from the
information givcr in Table AI.1. Note.'For clarity subdivisionsare not shown,
but 10 on the linear amplitude scalerepresentstwenty small divisions.
In Table AI.1 mathematical expressionsrepresenting component parts of a
Fourier expansionare given for the three curves. As can be seen frorn these
expressions,half the amplitude of curve A gives the peak amplitude of the fundamental, third harmonic, ignoring the fifth, seventh, etc. One-quaiter of the
amplitude of curve B gives the peak amplitude of the second harmonic, ignoring

T1
t-1

tl
tl

l-t

tl
tl

| 'o1

tl

Tasrn AI.1
2ro

240

e70

300

330

trl

B
A
2 ( t u n d . + 3 r d + 5 t h )4(2nd* 6th+ 10th)

t-t

0

t"1
l6l

0"

M

300

11

l-l

| .1

FIc. AI.1
A complex waveform wittr second and third harmonic content. The
points identified numerically every 30o on the waveform are projected to determine
the graduations on the paper strip.

60" 90"
720"

2-8
3-9
4-10

(0-3)+ (Ge)
(1-4)+ (7-10)
(2-s)+ (8-11)
(3-6)+ (e-{)
(4-7)+ (10-1)

c
6 (3rd+ 9th + 15th)

(0-2)+(+{)+(8-10)
(1-3)+(s-7)+(e-11)
(24)+(6-8)+0H)
(3-s)+(7-e)+(11-1)
(4-6)+(8-10)+(0-2)
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the sixth, tenth, etc.One-skthof the amplitude of curve C givesthe peakamplitude
ofthe third harmonic, ignoring the ninth, fifteenth, etc.
The peat.amplitude of the fundamental is obtained by subtracting one-third
of the amplitude of curve C from curve A, at every 10opoint, giving curve D,
which is twice the fundamental amplitude.
The relative phaseof the three componentsof the original waveform is obvious
from Fig. AI.2.
Becausethe peak amplitudes of curves A and C are coincident at 90' in the
example, both relative phase and amplitude could be obtained without drawing
curve D, but in the general caseit is necessaryto plot curve D for an accurate
assessment.

From thesepoints a rough approximationofcurve A could be drawn,but they
are quite inadequateto draw B and C.
Additional points can be obtained at 30o intervals, starting at i.Ooand 20o,
by using two more paper strips. On these strips, points G-11 are marked, as
before, but with referenceto new zero lines, 0' and 0' (seeFig, AI.1). Points on
the 0' strip are marked 0 at 10o, I at 40o, 2 at 70", etc., giving points for curves
A, B and C when inverted and transferredto Fig. AI.2, at l0o, 40o,etc.
Similarly,the other strip 0", will givepoints at 20o,50', 80o,etc., when marked
with referenceto level 0". It is seenthat 0' is the baselinedrawn at the level of
the complexwaveformat 10o,and 0'is the level at 20o.

PLOTTING

ACCURACY

THE CURVES

To plot the curves,the strip is reversedand points marked at 30cintervals,as
shown in Fig. AI.3. The method of plotting the points for cun'esA, B and C is
shown in Fig. AI.3 (.4), (B) and (C), respectively.Points S.T.U. and V are points
for curve A,'"vith points L, NI and N for curve B, and points G anC H for curve
C. all at 30ointervals.
I

r'

For a secondharmoniclevel of 20 dB and the scaleused (seeFig. AL2, note),
the limits of measurementare about half of one small division ii eight small
divisions(curve B), giving an accuracyof approximately0'5 dB. Also, the limit
of measurementof about one small division correspondsto a harmoniclevel of
-40 dB (one-tenthof curve B or C). At this harmonic level hrlf of one small
division representsa toleranceof=3 dB.
Table AI.2 givesthe amplitudeof curve D at every 10o,shorvingthat in thc
example the plot of the fundamental does not depart from a sine rvaveby more
than 2o,'o.
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0
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0.6+28
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0.866
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Ftc. AI.3
The method of marking points at 30b intervals for curves A, B and C,
in accordance with Table AI.1 and using the paper strip inverted.

Figure AI.3 is used to give an explanation of the method of using the inverted
strip. The actualcurvesshouldbe plotted asshownin Fig. AI.2, in order that the
relative phaseof harmonics and fundamentalscan be dctcrmined.

It should be pointed out that theselimits of accuracyassumcthat thc plot of
the original waveform is in itself correct within fine linrits. In practiealcascs
where the method of obtaining the original wavcform rLrcsnot cn:rblt:thc plrt
to be-veryaccurate,the result will not be within such tinc lirnits- I",rr r:xrrrrJrlc,
,rr by
when the waveform is obtained from an oscilloscope,plrotogr:rphic:rlly
tracing,the initial error is of the order of 5o/o.Thus thc rcsrrltsolrtuirrctlrvill bc
less accurateby this amount, giving total tolerancesof approxirnlrcly t I tll|
fqr harmonica20 dB down and t5 dB'for harmonics40 dlJ rkrrvn.
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It is obvious that there are many applications for this method of harmonic
analysis, particularly in making early assessments,where quick anslversare of
more immediate importance than extreme accuracy.
One example is the determination of the harmonic content to be expectedfrom
valves and transistorsunder various operating conditions, basedon the published
characteristics.
Another example is the measurement of the harmonic content in a coaxial
feeder at v.h.f., obtainedfrom a plot of the feeder voltagealong a slotted lineIn an application of this nature several precautions are necessary,but with a
relatively high harmonic content and low v.s.w.r., the results obtained can be
substantiallycorrect.
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size of conductor is chosen to reduce the lead inductance in a connection to a
component. The extent ofreduction possiblervith rypical conductor sizescan be
seen from Fig. AII.I. These curves are also useful in estimating th+'likely total
inductance of connections,in order to determine the range of variable element
necessaryto cover a specifiedfrequency range.

=o . o o 5 o 8 t
LinpH
{ e . s o z er r o e a o p r }
L ond d in inch€s

REFERENCE
'A
graphical method of harmonic analysis'. WirelessWotld,
[1] Stoxts, V. O.
121-123 (\llarch 1966).
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Appendix II
The Self-Inductance of Single Straight
Conductorsof Circular Cross-Section

Conductor lsnqth (t ) in inches
Frc. AII.t

Although the size of conductors used for interconnections in high-power r.f.
circuits is mainly dependent upon current-carrying capaciry, in some instances
it may be advantageousto selecta size of conductor to provide some inductance
in a connection which is part of an r.f. circuit. Such a connection may permit
reduction in the size of an inductor or other variable element. fn some casesthe

Setf-inductance

of single straight

conductors

of circular

cross-section.

I
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Appendix III

,.$

Self- and Mutual Inductance of Turns
of Large Diameter

:r'

For the large-di:rmeter conductors necessary to carry the r.f. current and the
Iow values of inductance required in the high-frequencv ranges, general formulae
for the inductance of multi-turn solenoids ire insuftciently ,i."u."at". At the same
time, these inductors are quite expensive items to -u.ruf".trr.a, so anv design
should be substantiallv 'right first time'. However, inductors can b" iesienld

183

with sufficient xccuracy based on the inductance value of each turn and the
mutual inductances betrveen the various turns. It is for this reason that Figs
AII I.1 and AIII.2 have been reproduced, shorving the self- and mutuali,iductance,
respectively, of single turns with dimensions typical of those used for inductors
in hi gh-porver applications.
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Frc. AIII.I

Self-inductance

of single circular
material.
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l\{utual inductanceof equalcoaxialtums at variousspacings.

tcalculation
The method of
basedon Figs AIILI and AIII.2 is given belorv.
(1) With the material diameter,d and the mean turn diameter,D, knorvn,
readoff the self-inductance,
I, of eachturn from Fig. AIII.1.
(2) Assumea spacingbetweenturns of some value, probably determinedby
voltageclearance,and readoff Fig. AIII.2 the mutual inductancebetrveenadjacent
turns M,, alternateturns M2, every third turn M3, etc.
(3) If N is the total number of turns, then the total inductance is given by;

N.l, + (N- r)(zM)+ (N-2)(2M) + (N- 3)(2M)+ ... +
As an example,considera four-turn inductor, 10 in. mean diameterof 1.0 in.
diameter material and 1.8 in. betweenthe centresof adjacent turns. From Figs
AIII.1 and AIII.2, L:0.375 pH; Mt (at 1'8 in.) : 0.19pcH; Mx @t 3.6 in.):
0'095 pH;,[f, (at 5'4 in.):0.055 pH; and total inductanceI:4(0.375)+
3 ( 0 ' 3 8+) 2 ( 0 . 1 9+) l ( 0 . 1 1 ) : 3 . i 3p H .
One of the advantagesof the inductancebeing presentedin this form is that
it providts a ready means of determining the effect of either a change in turn
diameterora changein materialdiameter.An applicationof this type canbe useful
.
in controlling the angularpositionofinductor tapping points.
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Appendix IV
Voltage Flashover

The voltage which can appear berrveen two electrodes before flashover occurs is
dependent on both the spacing between them and the diameter of the individual
electrodes. In high-power applications the mt,st usual concern is rvith parallel
circular conductors. For this rype of conductor Fig. AIV.1 shows the voltage at
which flashover rvill occur between electrodes of various diameters and spacing
at OoC at sea-level, rvith correcting factqrs for higher temperatures and altitudes.
Frc. AIV.2

F o rS . N i n
nultiply kVby N

Brlokdown voltoq! is reduced ot o totc ot25V/kVtorevotylO'C
sp to IOO"C, ond fot ev.?y IOOOftobovcs@ leYeluglo lopootr

Ftc.

AIV.1

Flashover voltage between parallel circular
sea-level.
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voltage which would occur berween the conductor and its image from Fig.
.pnductor
Then the effective breakdorvn voltage berween the circular
eIV.l.
the
and the plate is half the voltage which rvould produce flashover between
conductor and its image.

conductors at OoC

It is interesting to consider the efiect of selecting ratios of Sl2r on either side
of that giving the maximum voltage at 2'5. lf. a ratib of say, 2, is selected,as the
voltage approachesbreakdown surface ionization is likely to occur. This effectively reduces the ratio by a small amount, but the characteristic is very steep'
so tlat any ionization is invariably followed by trrea&down. On the other hand,
if ionization occurgwhen S/2r is greater than 2'5, the effective reduction of dle
ratio increasesthe breakdown voltage,and instead of breakdown it is more likely
that the ionization will cease.
';lt'rt
For the voltage breakdown between a circular conductor and a flat plate, ';;,j,::li
reference should be made to Fig. AIV.2. First, consider an image of the circu.lar :u1,;
conductor at a distanceS equal to trvice the distance between the centre of the 'i,'
conductor and the surface of the flat plate. Next, determine the breakdown

ii$l

,.i,r

:ffi
ltil

4d-,;

r

Flashover voltage bc$veen a circular conductor,
a radiused edge, and a flat Plate'

or a flat plate rvith

Appendix VI

Appendix V

S.I. Units

Inductanceof Single-Layer Solenoids

The curves given in Fig. AV.1 provide a ready means of calculating the inductance
of single-layer inductors of constant diameter and pitch. The method is particularly applicable to solenoids of many turns of up to 2 in. mean diameter, so
they rvill normally be rvound rvith wire not exceeding 0.125 in. diameter. Consequently they are appropriate ior low-porver inductors and chokes.

The Eleventh Confdrence Gindrale des Poids et \Iesures in 1960 adopted the
rationalized and coherent s-vstemof units linked to the Giorgi units, and this has
been accepted by the Electrotechnical Cornmission (I.E.C.) and the International
Orgenization for Standardization (I.S.O.). British industry, through the Industry
Standards Committee of the B.S.I., has opted to go straight to the use of S.I.
units rvhen changing to a metric system for the United Kingdom in the 1970s.
The important feature of the S.I. system is that it is a coherent system of units
which covers the majority of quantities needed in all technologies and is based on
six fundamental units. A coherent s.vstem is one rvhere the product or quotient
of any two unit quantities in the sYstem is the unit of the resultant quantity; a
simpli example of this is that unit area is the result of unit length multiplied by
unit width.

BesrcUNrrs
L

.

o

Quantirl

Name

Symbol

L

Length
Mass
Time
Current
Temperature
Luminous intensity

Note: lK - 1'C. and 0K : -273"C.

,,'YPP€ttutue,,',,
t2f,4567A9tO
LOWer CU/ve
Rotio of length/diometer ( t/d )
I n d u c f s n c e i n m i c r o h e n r y s. ' F ' . d . N 2 w h e r e d : c o i l d i s m e t e r i n i n c h e s .
'F'
N : totol lurns.
lnm (/d
rotio curve
Frc. AV.1

m
kg
s
A
K
cd

metre
kjlogramme
second
amPere
kelvin
candela

Inductance

of single-layer

solenoids.

For inductors of a small number of turns, wound with gaugesgreater than
0'125in. diameteron largemeandiameters,referenceshouldb"em"adeioAppendix
III.

:
Most radio engineersare familiar with the basic units, but someof the derived
units may be difficult to assimilate.One of these is the new unit of force, the
newton (N) which is expressedas kilogramme metre/s2 (N: kg mis2). It is a
coherer* unit, in that the force applied to unit mass produces unit acceleration
and is independent of gravitationd acceleration (g). Some rethinking will also
be necessaryregardingthe joule (f , which becomesthe soleunit for work, energy
and quantity of heat. It is expressedin ne$ton metres (N m).

S.I. UNITS

Index

Dnnrwo Uxrrs
Quantity

Name

Symbol

Force
Work, energy,heat
Power
Charge
Potential
Capacitance
Resistance
Frequency
Magnetic flux
Flux density
Inductance
Luminous flux
Illumination

newron
joule
watt
coulomb
volt
farad
ohm
hertz
weber
tesla
henry
lumen
lux

N: kg m/s2
J:NM

w:J/s
C:AS

v:wA

F: A s/V
Cl: v/A
Hz: s-l
Wb: VS
T:Wb/m2
H: V s/A
lm: cd sr
lx: lm/m2

Defnitiont
A newtonis that force which givesa massof one kilogramme an accelerationof
one metre per secondsquared.
A joule is the work done when the point of application of a force of one nefion
is displaced through one metre in the direction of the fo."".
A uatt is one joule per second.
coulombis the quantiry of electricity transported in one secondby a current
-A
of one ampere.
A oolt is the p.d. between two points of a conducting wire carrying a constant
current of one amperewhen the power dissipatedbetw-eenthesepoints'is one watt.
is the capacitancebetween the plates of a capacitoi when a quantiry
^A farad.
of one coulomb of electricity produces a p.d. between the plates of one volt,
An ohm is the resistancebetweentwo pointd of a conductor when a constant
p.d. of one volt produces a current of one ampere.
a' hcrtz is the frequency of a periodic phenomenon of which the periodic time
.
ls Oneseconcl.
Aweber is the flux which, linlring x circuit of one turn, produces in it an e.m.f.
of one volt as it is unifonnly reducedin one second(1 tesL: 10agauss).
| ryry is the iDductanceof a closedcircuit which produces ..-.f. of or,"
"i
volt when the current varies uniforrrly at one alnpere per second.
Dmsity is kilogramme per metre cubed (kgim3).
hessure is newton per sguaremetre (N/m2).
Further informarion on s.I. units is given in the following publications.
lhe Useof S.I. Udts, PD5868. British StandardsInstitution, London.
ANonnroN, P. and Brcc, P. H. Changia to tlu Metic System,3rd edn H.M.S.O.,
London (1969).
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harmonic content 132
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57
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point
82
Lincompex
8
Linear amplification
30, 85, 171
Load lines 14,19,2+,152, 156
Incal broadcasting
104
Ma-nipeak power mtio
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operation

155
7, 109

Neutraliziag
102, 158
Non-linear, solid-state 767, 171
Non-sinusoidal wavefoms
38, +1, 168
Nucleate boiling
82
Nuki,r'ama cunes
82
Parallel transmitters
bridged'T'network
118
field pattern 121
low power
123
phase control 117
reliability
114
Peak
anode cunent
155
anode voltage 155
envelope power (p.e.p.) 3
sideband power (p.s.p.) 3
Peak/mean power
15.1
Pemitted power, amateurs
153
IIL circuits
47, 48, 5l
Ifnetworks
96,171,747
Power calculation
15
Propagationattenuation
108
Push-pull circuits
45
Quarter-wavenetworks

147

Rqactancecalculation
51
Receiver noise reduction
166
Resistance ofr.f. loading
163
Run-awaytemperature
141
Screen
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159
modulation
95

Secondary breakdown
173
Send-receiveswitching
166
Series-parollel conversion
51
Single sideband (s.s.b.) 2, 153
Single-sidedcircuits
45
S.I. units
187
Solid-state amplifiers
class B 173
class C
168
high-eficiency
168
linear 171
non-linear
167
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169
secondary breakdown
173
Tetrode cnaracteristics 22, 33, 37, +3
Themosyphoningaction
80
Tnnsmittcr noise 166
Transmitters in parallcl
114
Triode characteristics 14, 19
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computor
l6
Two-tone test 155
Tyler, high efficiency 13, +0, 168
Value of r.f. loading 49, 162
Vapour cooling
79, 99
Very high power
5,42, 100
V.L,F. transmitters
5
Voltage flashover
56, 183
Water-cooled
r.f. load
79
Water cooling
76
Wideband amplifiers
delay lines 135
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129
h.f- and m.f.
140
lineaity
132
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13 9
perfomance, I kW
137
r.f. feedback
134
solid-state
174
techniques
129
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